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THE DREAM BEGINS WITH THE RIGHT JOB SNAGAJOB.COM
© 2000-2011 SNAGAJOB.COM, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

As the nation’s number one online job community 
focused on hourly workers, Snagajob is the place to  
find the audience you’re looking for. We have over 25 
million registered members who are active, interested  
and engaged. 

Reach new people every month. 

Target your best prospects. 

Engage an audience that’s active and involved.

To get started, contact Will Suarez, Vice President  
of Advertising Sales at 203.885.3938. Or visit 
snagajob.com/ad-smart. 

OUR ABILITY 
TO TARGET 
AN AUDIENCE 
WOULD BE 
CREEPY  
IF IT WASN’T 
SO COOL 
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INTEGRATED  

ONLINE  
CAMPAIGN

22 Apparel & Fashion

22 Automotive

23 Beauty & Cosmetics

24 Beverage (Alcoholic)

24 Beverage  
(Non-Alcoholic)

26 Business-to-Business

26 Consumer Packaged Goods

27

28 Entertainment: Movies

28 Entertainment: Music

29 Entertainment: News/Sports/ 
Information

30 Entertainment: TV (Non-News)

32 Financial Services/Banking/ 
Investments

32 Food & Beverage

33 Healthcare & Fitness

34 Medical &  
Pharmaceutical

34 Retail

35 Restaurants/Fast Food

36 Technology & Web Services

36 Travel & Tourism

ONLINE  
ADVERTISING  

CREATIVITY
38 Advertising/Promotion Web site  

or Microsite

38 Content Integration

39 Banner: Standard, Flash or Rich Media

40 Contest/Promotion/Sweepstakes

40 Email: CRM Campaign

41 Email: Marketing Campaign

42 Gaming: Advergaming

42 Gaming: In-Game Advertising

44 Home Page Takeover

44 Mobile Marketing: App as Advertising

45 Mobile Marketing: Campaign or Single Execution

45 Mobile Marketing: in-App Advertising

46 Mobile Marketing: SMS Campaign

46 Rich Media: Campaign

47 Rich Media: Single Execution

48 Search Marketing: SEM Campaign

48 Search Marketing: SEO Campaign

49 Social: App as Advertising

50 Social: Campaign

50 Social: Creative Use of Facebook Self-Serve Ads

52 Social: Use of Fan Page

52 Social: Use of Twitter

54 Sponsorship

54 Video: Brand Integration/Product Placement

55 Video: Branded Entertainment

56 Video: Campaign

56 Video: Video Appearing in a Banner,  
Expandable Banner or Interstitial

57 Viral Campaign

WEB SITE 
EXCELLENCE

6 Apparel & Fashion

6 Automotive

7 Beauty & Cosmetics

8 Blogs

8 Business-to-Business

10  
Organizations

10 Entertainment: Games

11 Entertainment:  
Movies/TV (Non-News)

11 Entertainment: Music

12 Entertainment: News/ 
Information

12 Family/Parenting/ 
Womens Interest

14 Financial Services/Banking/ 
Investments

14 Food/Beverage/ 
Restaurants

15 Healthcare & Fitness

16 House & Home

16 Medical &  
Pharmaceutical

17 Retail

18 Social Networking  
(Excluding Facebook, MySpace)

18 Sports

19 Technology/Web Services/ 
Reference

20 Travel & Tourism

20 Youth
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Welcome to 
MediaPost’s 
annual OMMA 
Awards issue, 
where we honor 
the year’s very 
best digital 
work in three 
sections: Web 
Site Excellence, 

Integrated Online Campaigns, and 
Online Advertising Creativity. 

  We received a record number of entries this year, 
which is only fitting for an industry growing so quickly. 
The quality of entries was also stronger than ever, mak-
ing the job of whittling each category down to three  
finalists particularly difficult for our screeners.

  All 210 finalists are featured in this special issue. 
From among these finalists, 70 category winners will 
be selected by our distinguished jury of judges, who 
will also award an overall “Best in Show” for each of the 
OMMA Awards sections. In addition, MediaPost mem-
bers will have the option of voting for their favorite  
finalists in our “Member’s Choice” awards, which go to 
the most popular finalist in each section. 

 I would also like to personally thank our esteemed 
panel of judges, who have their work cut out for them 
selecting the award winners from a top-notch group of 
finalists (Note: judges are prohibited from considering 
work from their own companies). We thank them for 
their support. 

 Please remember that all finalists and winners will 
be honored at the OMMA Awards Ceremony on Sept. 
26, following the conclusion of Day 1 of OMMA Global 
New York, at the Marriott Marquis, in the heart of Times 
Square. For more information about OMMA Global, please 
visit mediapost.com/omma. For more information 
about the OMMA Awards, including Member’s Choice 
voting, please visit mediapost.com/ommaawards.

 I hope to see you all at both of these important in-
dustry events.

KENNETH FADNER, PUBLISHER, OMMA MAGAZINE AND CHAIRMAN, MEDIAPOST COMMUNICATIONS
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WEB SITE
EXCELLENCE

The OMMA Awards for 
Web Site Excellence go 

to those sites whose 
outstanding content, 

design and user interface 
create recurring value 

for both advertisers and 
end-users. Our screeners 

considered content 
quality, interface structure 

and navigation, Web site 
design, usability, 

functionality and the 
overall site experience in 
determining the finalists 

J U R Y  M E M B E R S

Lincoln Bjorkman 
Chief Creative Officer,  
Digitas North America

Thinh Tran
Art Director, Yahoo

David Jacobs
Senior Vice President of  
Publisher Services, AOL

Greg Manago
Producer and Executive  
Director, Development,  
Mindshare Entertainment

Phill Simon
Partner, Executive Creative  
Director, Mondo Studios
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countless Web site enhance-
ments to elevate the design 
aesthetic and user experi-
ence, while staying focused 
on driving sales in the 
e-commerce channel and 
increasing site stickiness. 
Enhancements included 
redesigning existing page 
templates (home page, 
product catalogue, product 
detail page, Social Sun expe-
rience, etc.), improving site 
navigation, creating a new 
shopping cart experience 
and renovating the Trends 
section. In order to remain 
relevant and fashion-for-
ward, celebrity blogs like 
Rachel Bilson’s were added 
to the site. O

Click Here, Inc.
 

Fruit Guy Fans

Click Here, Inc. created a 
glimpse into the world of 
the Fruit of the Loom Fruit 
Guys with the launch of their 
fruity and fantastic “Fruit-
landia.” The site allows fans 
to learn about The Fruit Guys’ 
passion for music and Fruit 
of the Loom products on four 
floating islands – Harmonium, 
Bio Dome, Perfectionarium 
and Comfortonia. Users can 
run humorous product tests 
involving petting cats and 
sending turtles through time, 
explore the fields where crops 
blossom into Fruit of the 
Loom products, watch the 
band’s great music videos, play 
games and learn how to fold 
a shirt.

SapientNitro
 

SunglassHut.com

With over 2,000 stores 
across the globe, sun-
glasshut.com has become 
the destination for consum-
ers seeking top brands and 
comprehensive sunglass 
service. SapientNitro’s work 

Kirshenbaum 
Bond Senecal + 
Partners

With just two videos and 
two images, KBSP created an 
immersive world to showcase 
the Armani Jeans brand and 
meet all of Armani’s objectives: 
fan base growth, data capture, 
awareness via video views 
and traffic to macys.com. 
On the Web site, the Armani 
Jeans collection was hidden 
throughout the virtual hotel 
rooms of celebrities Megan 
Fox and Cristiano Ronaldo. 
While watching videos of 
the celebs, site visitors could 
snap photos and share them 
with friends on Facebook, or 
enter to win the wardrobes 
of the stars. As site visitors 
discovered clothes, they had 
the choice to buy immediately 
or shop/share the collection. 
As a result, Armani’s Facebook 
fans grew a whopping 66.5 
percent and accumulated 
64,000 Facebook responses, 
with 26,000 sharing the site 
through Facebook; more than 
5,000 users were added to 
Armani’s email database.

Automotive
blacQube
Webspecial

The site’s “Visualizer” feature 
offers a perfect blend of 
the aspirational with the 
transactional. Using shots 
from multiple angles, it lets 
visitors see how the roadster’s 

Apparel & Fashion
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products with high-quality 
content. Visitors can find 
editorial content and tutorials 
with tips on how to achieve 
celebrity and seasonal looks, as 
well as general beauty advice 
for every part of the body. The 
vibrant graphics create an 
inviting environment for users 
to spend time with the site 
and gain exposure to L’Oreal 
products. O

HUGE created a 
stunning Web site to 
showcase products. 
Spokesmodel Christy 
Turlington stumps 
for their age-erasing 
product in a video 
on the site’s home 
page. Exploration 
of the site turns up 
everyday beauty tips 
and snapshots from the streets 
of New York. 

Moxie
L’Oreal’s makeup.com site 
seamlessly integrates L’Oreal 

Blast Radius

Hugo Boss aimed to “Bottle  
the Night” with their new 
fragrance for men, and Blast 
Radius was tasked with creat-
ing a Web site that would evoke 
the spirit of the fragrance. 
Using the night sky, real-time 
infographics and a soundtrack, 
Blast Radius effectively trans-
lated the notes of the scent into 
a visual and aural experience.

For Maybelline, digital agency 

interior and exterior would 
look in all types of colors and 
variations. The best part is 
hearing the engine rev. 

The site does a superb 
job with videos of the 
tires used on both the race 
track and off-road terrain. It 

smartly offers 
a “Tires 101” 
video for those 
users who 
are inspired 
but may not 
know how 
to proceed. 
Credit is also 
in order for the 
prominence of 
a Twitter feed 

on the home page. A gallery 
offers enticing photos of the 
tires on not only race cars 
but also street vehicles like 
Mustangs. The site succeeds 
at targeting both enthusiasts 
and mainstream users.

Phil Jansen, chief engineer 
for Grand Cherokee, appears 
in multiple videos, radiating 
trust, passion and pride in the 
brand as he describes cutting-
edge features. Footage of 
him speaking to the camera 
is perfectly interspersed with 
spectacular footage of the 
Jeep inside and out. The  
site also offers scintillating  
3-D images of the Jeep’s 
assembly process. O
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up rates for premium content, 
views of video content, “kudos” 
awarded to content and partici-
pation in polls and quizzes.

Mint.com
MintLife
With more than one million 
monthly visitors, MintLife 
delivers in-depth features and 
advice about how to manage 
money better. The magazine-
style blog comes from leading 
online personal finance service 
mint.com and has grown rapidly 
since its July 2009 launch. Inter-
activity, data-driven infographics, 
easy-to-understand videos and 
tips on a variety of financial issues 
are all part of the content aimed to 
help Americans save and do more 
with their money. O

and was chosen as a 2011 Webby 
Honoree for Best Cultural Blog.

Greater Than One
Howifightms.com is a phar-
ma-sponsored community 
Web site that allows people with 
multiple sclerosis to share their 
stories, insights and experiences 
through blogs, vlogs, photos 
and playlists. Additionally, it’s an 
outlet for people with MS to find 
more information about the dis-
ease. Launched recently, the site 
has already been well received by 
users, as measured by high sign-

BabyCenter

Relaunched by BabyCenter 
in July 2010, momformation.
com is now a Top 10 parenting 
blog (ABIE index). The blend of 
helpful tips, stories, news items, 
recipes and giveaways makes it 
an all-around efficient and useful 
destination for parents online. 
Less than a year after its relaunch, 
Momformation has doubled its 
unique users and page views 
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Banyan Branch
BanyanBranch.com

Banyan Branch’s Web site aims to provide an 
inviting interface for their clients, potential 
clients and visitors. The goal was to show that not 
all social media sites are created equal; thus, the 
company created a high-quality Web site that re-
flects the unique and innovative work its clients are 
doing. The result is a beautiful, engaging site that 
drives business.

 
 

The Hartford for Rodgers/Townsend site cre-
ated by Firstborn attempts to demonstrate that the 
insurance agency is a friend to small businesses. 
It shows that they empathize with their small-
business clients: they know that even a small loss in 
business could mean big things for a small com-
pany. Hartford’s tagline, “Achieve What’s Ahead,” 

appears throughout the site, making clients feel 
welcome and engaged.

Univision’s corporate site appeals to businesses 
targeting the young Hispanic-American demo-
graphic. Its front page cites a Census Report that 
Hispanics are fueling the growth of America. The 
site evokes a young and fresh feeling and show-
cases the hottest stars featured on the network. 
The site is easily navigated and boasts that it is the 
”NO. 1 place to reach Hispanics.” O



Mo e

that’s 85 Million
Unique Mobile Users!

DID YOU
KNOW

MobileFUSE Reaches

87%
of Mobile Web Users

in the US...
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Deep Focus

Deep Focus worked with Bing, 
MSN and donorschoose.org to 
create “The Social Hackathon.” 
With 40 experts locked in a room, 
the agency videotaped it and 
wrote everything down to pro-
duce the “The Goodness Engine,” 
a free e-book that details every-
thing that was learned so that 
the entire nonprofit community 
could take advantage of this 
powerhouse of knowledge. All 
of the content was collected in a 
simple but knowledge-rich Web 
site. The project not only ben-
efited donorschoose.org (and the 
three million plus kids they help) 
but myriad other nonprofits.

The College Board and 
Armchair wanted to reach 
and engage kids who had 
the desire to go to college but 
didn’t think they could get 
there. Working together, they 
designed an interactive Web 
site that is organized around 
videos featuring interviews 
with students discussing their 
main concerns and obstacles. 
By using documentary-style 
video interviews as core 
content, student visitors could 
get authentic information 
directly from their peers 
who are now on the path to 
success. 
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GameRevolution’s Web site 
has been around since the 
Dark Ages of the Internet. 
Launched in 1996, the site has 
garnered a loyal audience by pro-
viding gaming news, reviews and 
information alongside exclusive 
content and editorial features. It 
also contains original video pro-
gramming and utilizes Evolve’s 
Springboard Video technology 
to deliver more than two million 
content streams a month.

McKinney’s “SPENT” campaign 

for Urban Ministries of 
Durham engaged the user 
through a video and game. 
The game took the user 
through a simulation of 
living for one month on 
$1,000. The user was asked to 
make a series of life choices 
and sacrifices based on their 
finances. In one example, the user 
was faced with getting a low-pay-
ing job, choosing whether or not to 
get health care and working or go-
ing to their child’s school meeting. 

truTV’s campaign to promote 
the network’s hit show, truTV 

The Urban Ministries of Durham 
created SPENT, a game that uses 
the social characteristics of games 
like Farmville, to completely upend 
the way people think about pov-
erty and homelessness. The goal: 
Start with $1,000 and make it last 
through one month with money 
left, while facing medical, social 
and employment dilemmas. Play-
ers who finished the game were 
invited to donate and learn more 
about Urban Ministries of Durham’s 
mission. SPENT has been played 
more than one million times in 194 
countries. SPENT has raised more 
than $20,000 to date for Urban 
Ministries of Durham. O

PRESENTS: WORLD’S DUMBEST 
truPIDITY, utilized various 
promotional forms including 
short videos, banner ads and 
newsletters. The online banner 
ads encouraged users to 
click through to play a game. 
Engaging the user in the 
campaign, truTV was successful 
in promoting the show. O
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Entertainment: Music
AgencyNet and Island Def Jam

This site greeted visitors with the smash hit 
“Empire State of Mind” matched with spectacular 
images of New York icons, all to great effect. The 
strategy of allowing fans to follow Jay-Z’s path to su-
perstardom via videos, photos and more was a smart 
way to build excitement for a greatest hits album. The 
liberal use of black-and-white photography was a 
nice, understated departure from some artist sites – 
Jay-Z needs no hype.

P!nk’s pizzazz oozed from the get-go and 
throughout. The landing page was simple and invit-
ing with links to a menu of her songs for listening 
and her Twitter feed. There were ample full-screen 
colorful images and a bank of her videos – includ-

ing traditional, 
MTV-style music 
videos, as well as 
revealing inter-
views – bringing 
further fan engage-
ment. Throughout 
the site, there was a 
heavy emphasis on generating fan interaction, com-
ments, personal photos and art.

Pitbull’s coolness factor shone in a captivating 
photo of him that dominated the home page. 
The site gave off the aura of a fun nightclub. It was 
also easy to navigate, with a prominent menu offer-
ing links to news, videos and more. The artist often 
engaged fans almost immediately with profiles of 
some of them featured near the top. O

 Game of Thrones   

Behavior teamed up with HBO to 
create this elaborate Viewer’s Guide 
as an online companion and refer-
ence tool for the new series Game of 
Thrones. The goal of this project was 
to satisfy the loyal fans of the novel 
the series was based on, as well as to 
orient new fans. The guide’s content 

is strategically tied to 
the relevant points of 
each episode.

Saw 
3D

This past Fall, Lionsgate 

partnered with Break Media to activate 
the digital marketing campaign for  
the seventh and final installment 
of the Saw franchise. By creating 
a  custom animated homepage 
takeover on Break.com, Break 
Media helped Lionsgate achieve its 
campaign objectives by driving tens of 
thousands of trailer views and leading 
Saw 3D to the top the of the box office 
charts in it’s opening weekend.

Designed to be a social media 
playground for HBO subscribers, 
HBO Connect allowed users to do just 
that: connect. A real-time hub for 
all HBO-related content across the 

social Web, HBO Connect gave users 
the ability to see what other users 
were clicking on in real time, while 
also providing branded feeds that 
included the latest tweets, trending 
topics, and keywords, encourag-
ing user interaction about specific 
programming. Combining all the 
power of social networks into one 
place, it allowed viewers to feel more 
engaged and, therefore, more willing 
to tune in. O

Entertainment: Movies/TV (Non-News)

OMMA
AWARDS
2011
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Examiner.com
Examiner.com

This series of hubs for local communities was 
well done. Each of the hundreds of geographic 
locations covered – from San Diego to Syracuse – 
had a group of contributors writing on topics such 
as nightlife and public transportation, as well as 
filing breaking news. The design was content-first 
and pleasantly unflashy. Finding desired content 
was easy and the navigation simple. The most im-
pressive accomplishment was simply getting some-
thing this ambitious off the ground and putting 
itself in position for growth as local news becomes 
more and more important.

The site was high-energy from the start as visi-
tors were greeted with inspirational music and a 

spectacular, full-screen video of pilots readying for 
takeoff, then flying through the air. The site’s most 
impressive accomplishment was giving visitors the 
ability to view the planes performing 37 separate 
maneuvers on three separate cameras, effectively 
putting viewers in the pilot’s seat. 

A spectacular production, where the agency took 
the subject of unlimited attention and fascination, 
and compellingly added to both. The site gave a 
visitor a sense of just how far below the shipwreck 
site is and the magnitude of the dive the scientists 
and others undertook in their journey. The site 
featured a massive amount of exceedingly captivat-
ing content, including colorful text, photos, multiple 
3D renderings and videos. A social media hub was 
established and then a live feed from below was set 
up during the expedition. O

This online family calendar and organization 
system helped families manage schedules and 
activities, track grocery and to-do lists – it even 
organized household chores. The intuitive, easy-
to-navigate site made life easier for the busy head 
of household, as evidenced by its nearly 4 million 
users. Because of Cozi’s unique presence at the 
center of family life, popularity among women and 
families soared, with a nearly 300 percent increase 
in sign-ups year-over-year.

This easy-to-use destination helped parents find 
the most credible and up-to-date information avail-
able to answer their parenting questions, offering 
advice on how to be more effectively involved in 
their child’s life. The site included free access to tens 
of thousands of articles, featuring helpful activities 
and videos with parenting tips, a school-finder tool, 

as well as a user-generated Q&A. Launched in 2007, 
education.com now has more than four million 
unique visitors each month.

With more 
than 50 million 
unique visitors, 
SheKnows deliv-
ered daily con-
tent for women 
ages 18 to 54 on 
any number of 
subjects such as parenting, health, beauty, love 
and home. Editorial content focused on provid-
ing the best advice and information in a friendly, 
up-front way, while also making sure to incor-
porate reader feedback and opinions. Lately, 
SheKnows has expanded into the world of online 
video with SheKnows TV, and social media with 
SheKnows Connect. O
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MEDIA
DARREN HERMAN 

CHIEF DIGITAL MEDIA OFFICER, THE MEDIA KITCHEN

LAURA LANG 
CEO, DIGITAS

NIGEL MORRIS 
CEO, AEGIS MEDIA NORTH AMERICA

CREATIVE
MIKE GEIGER 

CHIEF DIGITAL OFFICER,  
GOODBY, SILVERSTEIN & PARTNERS

JOONYONG PARK  
CHIEF CREATIVE OFFICER, FIRSTBORN

ALAN SCHULMAN 
CHIEF CREATIVE OFFICER, U.DIG>THE DIGITAL  

INNOVATIONS GROUP

MARKETING
JOHN HAYES 

CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER, AMERICAN EXPRESS

KIM KADLEC 
WORLDWIDE VICE PRESIDENT–GLOBAL MARKETING 

GROUP, JOHNSON & JOHNSON

ROB MASTER 
NORTH AMERICAN MEDIA DIRECTOR, UNILEVER

COME CELEBRATE THE STARS OF MEDIA, MARKETING, AND ADVERTISING WHO HAVE PUSHED THE BUSINESS TO NEW LEVELS OF  
EXCELLENCE THROUGH THEIR OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS AND THOUGHT LEADERSHIP.

SEPTEMBER 27, 2011
NEW YORK MARRIOTT MARQUIS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.MEDIAPOST.COM/ALLSTARS
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separate from the main Oppenheimer one — was 
a smart idea. And it was excellent, with a wealth 
of well-produced videos that established trust and 
were easy to understand. There was also a crucial 
link to an Oppenheimer Twitter feed, allowing 
investors to get important updates. 

Solutions
Coming at a time when some investors are 
fearful, the inspirational and not-overbearing 
music preceeding the warm voiceover was wel-
come. Overall, the site brought a sense of humanity 
to financial services. A search box that popped up 
was inviting, and so was the chance to access the 
most popular topics. There was a seemingly end-
less amount of content, but smartly the site aimed 
at moms is not all about finances — for example, 
it covered how to find a good babysitter. An easy-
to-use tool to calculate whether a person is saving 
enough for retirement was a standout. O

Catalysis

The site was exceedingly practical and easy to 
navigate, while blissfully uncluttered. Visitors were 
greeted with — to borrow some newspaper lingo – 
enticing links above-the-fold, which offer informa-
tion and advice, such as how to ease a tax burden. 
The site also highlighted Webcasts on pertinent 
topics that visitors could join. There was also the 
chance to drill down into particular industries — 15 
of them — serving as an example of just how much 
content was available. Moss Adams is a complex 
company and the site did a good job organizing 
complex information about it.

Investors ignoring potential in India, China 
and other developing markets do so at their 
own peril. So, a Web site dedicated to that need — 
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Food/Beverage/Restaurant
 

Tony Snethen, creative director; 
Nick Allegri, associate creative 
director; Aaron Weidner, associate 
creative director; Joel Henning, 
senior copywriter; Chad Green, se-
nior art director; Alli Peirce, copy-
writer; Linda Bumgarner, group 
creative director; Debbi Vandeven, 
executive creative director; Tyler 
Smith, executive producer, all VML 
and Norry Niven, director, Stone 

ogy. Showing how hydration has 
evolved athletic performance 
spoke to that as well.

 

Kyle Taylor, senior art director; 
Travis Kleiner, senior art director; 
Derek Anderson, senior copywriter; 
Chi Hiu Yim, art director; Jason Cal-
loway, producer; Debbi Vandeven, 
executive creative director, all VML. 
Brilliant is one way to describe the 
way VML turned an ordinary coupon 
for a Lobster & Seafood Salad Sub 
into an engaging experience. It set 

Core Films T2, Editing House. Two 
goals – to introduce the product  
to the target audience and to  
increase sales – were met by show-
ing interactive videos wherein “G 
athletes” (those using Gatorade’s 
G Series) make winning plays. The 
underlying message: you can 
become a winner by drinking G 
series. Unique interaction gave us-
ers control over the scene and their 
experience, another plus when 
considering the target’s psychol-
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Health Care & Fitness

up a site where people could watch 
lobsters being added to a tank 
according to coupon downloads, 
Facebook “likes” and retweets. At the 
end of the promotion, four lobsters 
were returned to the Maine waters, 
1.2 million views from ten countries 
had been recorded and the average 
viewer spent an astounding seven 
minutes watching the live stream.

envisionit media
Roots Pizza
Todd Brook, CEO; Keith 
Solomon, director of integrated 
marketing; Mikky Wright, 

emphasizing the “Quad Cities” 
style, drawing a comparison 
to the ubiquitous deep dish 
style of the Windy City. The 
site’s tone, laid back and sassy, 
appealed to its target audience of 
young, urban adults in a freshly 
engaging way. O

senior account manager; Anna 
Ramsey, account manager; 
Ari Franklin, project manager; 
Jason Goldberg, creative 
director; Catherine Quillen, lead 
designer; Deborah Fellinger, 
copywriter; Maria Kuznetsova, 
production artist; Scott Tsar, 
lead developer. By highlighting 
the freshness of the food at 
Chicago’s newest pizza joint, 
the site conveys the USP of 
handmade everything as well 
as innumerable choices in 
toppings and salads. It also 
differentiated Roots Pizza by 

and informed, providing users with practical 
tools to make healthy living easy and 

sustainable. The idea 
of the site was to teach, 
not preach, and enable 
members to discover 
the practices that work 
best for them. With over 
three million members, 
LIVESTRONG.com 
provided information, 
encouragement and 
success stories, as  
well as peer-to-peer 
support through their 
member forums.

Greater Than One
Launched recently, howifightms.com site has 
already been well received by users, as measured 
by high rates of sign-up for premium content, views 
of video content, awarding of “kudos” to content, 
and participation in polls and quizzes. The site not 
only provided an engaging, informative user expe-
rience but also aimed to build a community through 
photos, blogs, vlogs 
and playlists. O

Bozell
Blue Cross and Blue Shield  
of Nebraska

Bozell created a Web site 
for Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Nebraska that 
focused on the individual 
health care consumers and 
what they look for when 
visiting a health insurance 
Web site. The interface was 
structured to focus first on 
the consumer, the primary 
audience for the Web site resources, with addi-
tional navigation leading to areas specifically for 
agents, providers and employers. With a stream-
lined, more efficient site, Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Nebraska hoped to reflect their updated, 
progressive identity and forward thinking in the 
health insurance market.

Demand Media/ 
LIVESTRONG.com
LIVESTRONG.com
LIVESTRONG.com offered content that engaged 
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a dealer, and 20 percent of 
people who came to the site 
contacted a contractor. O

emotionally involved 
— even if they 
couldn’t buy the 
product directly. 
Two Web areas were 
created: one for 
consumers, which 
featured snappy 
interactive tools and 
video, the other for 
installation pros. The 
response? Increased 
total Web site contact 
conversion rate and 
sales as compared 
to the previous year. In 
a one-month time span, 
28,774 consumers looked for 

included a 60-second com-
mercial and three stories about 
faux neighborhoods with flu 
issues. Nearly 260 million on-
line impressions and 900,000 
video views were generated.

Greater Than One
Sunovion Pharmaceuticals  

The nasal allergy medicine 
Omnaris is a smell-free, taste-
free, alcohol-free product. 
With so many nasal allergy 
medicines in the market, these 
distinctions were important 
to emphasize. The campaign 
pushed consumers — driving 
ROI — to experience the prod-
uct’s unique compound. Funny 

Site Redesign

Not all carpet is the same. But 
how do you tell that to con-
sumers? The goal was to show 
the realities of everyday living. 
A new site for the Bliss carpet 
brand allowed users to cre-
ate custom designs, compare 
colors, and place carpeting 
in room scenes.  The results: 
more consumer time on site 
(up 81 percent), a four-fold 
increase in consumer requests 
and double the requests for 
locating dealers.

Hearst Digital  
Media
the Year
TV house-design personal-
ity Tyler Florence appeared 
in videos on the site to show 
how to design an inspiring 
kitchen. A new 3-D design 
dragging-and-dropping tool 
let you create hundreds of 
possibilities to drool over. 
You could also read about 
the best “tricks” for making 
the most of a tiny kitchen. In 
addition to the ample video 
content, there were 140-char-
acter Twitter recipes.

site Redesign

Ductless air  
conditioning? The 
question was how 
to get consumers 

Digitas Health
 

My Nose

Flu shots? Yuck. Better to 
have, say… a flu spray. With the 
campaign, “I Pick My Nose,” 
MedImmune’s friendly looking 
site sold the idea to kids and 
moms. Custom content from 
Nickelodeon fostered easy as-
sociation, and video content 
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House & Home

Medical & Pharmaceutical
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advice from the site’s “Allergy 
Dudes” might have also won 
them over.

Heartbeat Ideas
 

ProCure Web site

Proton therapy isn’t new for 
cancer patients — it’s been 
around since the 1950s. But 
for some, its precision works 
better than more harmful 
radiation therapy. The site 

Bozell
Hardware Web site Redesign

On the home page of the new 
Westlake Hardware Web site, 
you didn’t see a picture of a 
hammer, a piece of sheet rock, 
a ceiling fan or a remodeled 
kitchen. Instead, the site for this 
Midwestern hardware chain 
emphasized people and services. 
Hundreds of how-to videos 
offered expertise and informa-
tion about small projects to meet 
consumer needs. And if you 
were looking for a hack saw, a 
truck spark plug or a bird feeder, 
you could find that as well.

Catapult Action 
Biased Marketing
Cuisine Digital Relaunch
Dog-food sites shouldn’t exist 
in a vacuum; there has been 
a growing need to interact with 
other pet owners. The Cesar food 
brand Web site’s intent was to blur 
the line between a brand Web site 
and the social Web. A big feature, 
pictured here, was a section on 
therapy dogs. Cesar targeted 
small-dog owners looking for 
connection. But it wasn’t just 
meant for other owners: Cesar 
also built an area where it can 
listen and respond regularly  
to consumers. O

front page showing off an 
impossible forearm backward 
bend. The copy: “Meet Simon. 
Gravity is a silly law. Break it.” 
The proudly eco-conscious 
message of Manduka’s gear 
came across loud and clear. 
Online sales doubled in the 
first year.

Cuker Interactive
Platform

Manduka needed a whimsical 
Web site design with a personal 
and community mission. 
Manduka mats, products and 
store locations were featured – 
as well as a yogi on the 

Retail

focused on search areas 
and on walking the patient 
through every step of the 
treatment process. Highly 
personalized patient care 
found at a ProCure facility 
came from patient videos 
and other content on the 
site. Results have shown 
the conversion rate — the 
completions of a “Request a 
Consultation” form - increased 
32 percent. O
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easy-to-read and maintains the 
same navigation conventions 
across the network for an efficient 
user experience. Those original 
articles, approximately 150 every 
day of the season, are delivered in 
real time by an experienced team 
of reporters positioned around 
the country. MLB.com is successful 
in its delivery of baseball to fans 
because it has been designed to 
appeal to fans across generations. 
There is engaging interactivity for 
every baseball fan young, old and 
in between.

HBO
The HBO Boxing website 
featured an experience 
that mirrored HBO Sports’ 
broadcast style. Seeking to give 
fans added event coverage from 
a unique insider position, the 
official HBO Boxing site educated 
fans on Boxing history, rules and 
cultural context as they learned 
personal details about their 

favorite fighters. 
Fans were also 
encouraged 
to share their 
own opinions 
and join in the 
conversation. O

development-focused information was approved 
by BabyCenter’s Medical Advisory Board. The blend 
of expert content and mom-to-mom wisdom was 
a comprehensive experience moms couldn’t find 
elsewhere on the Web.

 

Women with metastatic breast cancer and their 
caretakers are an under-served population that 
is often overshadowed by larger breast-cancer 
awareness campaigns, which typically emphasize 
early stage breast cancer and prevention. To 

Every day, hundreds of thousands of moms 
visited the BabyCenter Community seeking 
a trusted place to share parenting challenges, 
advice and wisdom. BabyCenter’s stage-based 
focus connected parents in the exact same stage 
of pregnancy or parenthood to ensure they get the 
answers they need, when they need them. Unlike 
other social networks, BabyCenter Community 
was powerfully linked to BabyCenter’s award-
winning, personalized age- and stage-based 
content. This professionally created health- and 

Social Networking (Excluding Facebook & Myspace)

 

Omnigon Communications’ 
“Follow Me to the US Open” 
site for the U.S. Open played off a 
simple idea and leverages one of 
the most visible elements of the 
Open’s experience: the concept 
of “making the draw,” by creating 
a “social draw” that enabled an 
unlimited selection of partici-
pants who could earn points, and 
status, by engaging in the con-
versation around the campaign. 
Before the actual 2011 U.S. Open 
began, Omnigon seeded the top 
128 in an actual bracket where 
they will face off against one 
another and win or lose based 
on their social media activity and 
enabling visitors to follow and 
scroll through the “river of news” 
around the 
‘Follow Me to 
the US Open’ 
campaign. 
Participants 
also had a 
chance win a 

package of 2011 U.S. Open tickets, 
access to players, sponsor goodies 
and more.

 

MLB.com is the premiere online 
destination for everything 
baseball, serving as a portal 
around live baseball, as well as 
the ability to alter modes between 
pre-game, live and post-game 
to help build awareness and 
excitement. A primary focus of 
the live baseball theme is MLB.TV, 
one of the most successful online 
subscription products on the In-
ternet that is now available in true 
high definition video with DVR 
functionality. There are plenty of 
video options for fans to choose 
from as the main panel rotation 
includes the ability to play video 
directly from within each panel. 
The MLB.com homepage, which 
also includes a customizable 
news headline option, is clean, 
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the amount of time the user had 
spent on the site. The homepage 
was stamped with facts about 
identity theft that rotated, along 
with real-world cases of identity 
theft, effectively communicating 
what identity theft is and how one 
could help prevent it, while also 
providing resources for users to 
see if they were at risk.

Blenderbox
Brooklyn-based digital 
independent shop Blend-
erbox creates intuitive, 
functional and extremely 
esthetic Web sites for a wide 
range of clients, but its entry 
in the technology category 
was for the agency’s own 
site, leveraging its mastery 
of HTML 5/CSS programming 
in a makeover of its older, 
Flash-based site. Blender-
box created a design that 
effectively showcased their 
portfolio but also conveyed 
their visual style and tech-
nical chops through an  
intuitive interface. O

brand. CounterIdentityTheft.
com was established to help 
launch the service and educate 
consumers about identity theft. 
The site utilized the alarming 
facts about identity theft as the 
forefront to make users aware of 
how frequently it happens. Using 
one of the facts – that an identity 
is stolen every three seconds – 
McAfee developed a dynamic 
counter that displayed how many 
identities had been stolen during 

 
Communications
Providing for 25 million users 
a month, this popular website 
offered funky, entertaining 
explanations on everything 
from cell phones to stem cell 
research. Vetted by professionals, 
HowStuffWorks featured video, 
podcasts, and in-depth blogs 
that made learning about things, 
even weird stuff, a pleasure – 
not a school assignment. 
Special content blocks broke 
a subject down in several 
formats. Best topics: How 
Foreclosures Work and How 
Wiretapping Works. Any 
connection?

Response  
 

While McAfee is well 
established in the world 
of online security, getting 
into the personal identity 
protection service was a 
natural extension of their 

VML
In an effort to leverage the untapped potential 
of the digital reading experience, DMC asked VML 
to build Copia based on a simple idea: if a book is 
worth reading, it’s worth discussing. More than 
an app, Copia was an 
advanced social reading 
experience, combining a 
series of e-reading apps, 
a social reading com-
munity and an e-book 
marketplace into one 
integrated platform. All 
your books. All your 
friends. All in one. O

give a voice to and empower this frequently 
overlooked segment, the CementBloc and client 
Celgene created a social community focusing 
on the “little things” that count for patients 
battling an ongoing illness not in remission. 
The centerpiece of the campaign was a 
ShareTheLittleThings Web site enabling visitors 
to post a story, a photo, a piece of art — anything 
that pays tribute to living and coping with 
metastatic breast cancer. The site also featured 
high-level information about the disease and an 
extensive list of online resources. A Web banner 
campaign drove awareness and traffic to the site, 
which generated more than 32,000 visits and 
deep engagement with content (four pages per 
visit and an average of 1.5 minutes per visit).
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What stood out was the slew of 
enticing 360-degree virtual tours 
offered in Las Vegas and Laugh-
lin – be it of a pool, lounge or the 
inside of a suite. O

Golden Nugget did an impressive 
job of distinguishing itself here 
(as well as its Laughlin, Nev., and 
Atlantic City properties). The site 
melded the classic elegance of a 
resuscitated Vegas land-
mark with a new hip vibe. 

Click Here, Inc.

This site did an excellent job of 
marketing the famed Asheville, 
N.C., mansion as a destination 
to celebrate the holiday season, 
using fantastic images and superb 
design matched with practical 
information. It would have been 
easy to use less artistry and a more 
direct roster of activities, but such 
an act might have been inap-
propriate for the stately Biltmore 
and its heritage. Instead, there 
was a discovery process, which 
helped visitors realize just how 
much the Vanderbilt home of-
fers, ranging from a red wine and 
chocolate-tasting to a seminar on 
crafting wreaths.

Click Here, Inc.
Anyone harboring a humdrum, 
bland image of RVing will be 
struck by the site’s colorful images 
of America’s great outdoors that 
await travelers in the large cruis-
ers. Vibrant videos gave a sense of 
what life on the road is like, while 
there was also a clever touch with 
a lengthy list of “recipes” for the 
road. The site executed a nice bal-
ancing act between upgrading the 
image of RVs, while hammering 
home the vacation affordability an 
RV can offer.

Las Vegas is so saturated with 
top-notch casino resorts it 
can be hard to stand out, but the W
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Youth

Recognized by Time 
magazine as “the Saturday Night 
Live of the Internet,” Smosh 
featured original content such as 
sketch videos, music, sweepstakes, 
polls, contests, casual games, and 
merchandise. With dedicated 
young adults and teens behind the 
site’s copyright-clear, brand-safe 
content, it became the No. 3 most 
subscribed channel currently on 
YouTube. Its over 1.1 million regis-
tered users, 45 million page views 
per month, and over 10 million 
unique visitors per month proved 
Smosh is providing engaging, en-
tertaining content that users can’t 
get enough of.

Channelone.com combined fun 
and educational content with 
appealing, creative and intelligently 
targeted marketing initiatives that 
made their clients’ products part of 
the fabric of their teen users’ lives. 
With a wide variety of programs, 
channelone.com worked hard to 
make sure everything seamlessly 

blended in order to improve their 
users’ online experience. Success-
fully pulling off everything from 
video competition movie tie-ins to 
pledging not to text while driv-
ing, channelone.com kept users 
engaged and involved.

 

A multiplatform celebration of 
confidence and personal style, 
the Pretty Amazing Campaign 
for Seventeen started with 
30,000 girls submitting photos, 
essays and videos online for a 
chance to win a $10,000 college 
scholarship. The campaign grew 
through social media and with 
an MTV special documenting the 
finalists. Raders could also vote 
for their favorite finalist, submit 
themselves for a “Pretty Amazing 
Girl of the Week” feature on the 
mag’s Facebook page, or even 
see how they would look on the 
cover with the Cover Creator 
photo upload tool. O



INTEGRATED
ONLINE

CAMPAIGNS
The OMMA Awards for 

Integrated Online 
Campaigns go to those 

marketing campaigns 
that demonstrate 

outstanding use of a 
variety of online creative 

elements in the promotion 
of brands, products or 

services. Our screeners  
based their selections on  

design and message  
creativity, as well as 

uniformity and clarity of 
message across media.

J U R Y  M E M B E R S

Jason C. Rogers 
Executive Vice President, Digital,
Catapult Marketing

Chris Copeland
CEO, GroupM Search

Kasha Cacy
EVP, US Director of  
Communications Planning,  
Universal McCann

Ben Winkler
Chief Digital Officer, OMD

Nicole Belmont
Strategy Director, Aegis Media 
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Katalyst

Levi’s Curve ID jeans use a revolutionary 
sizing system to fit a range of underserved 
curvaceous women. To prove it wasn’t just 
another gimmick, Katalyst used YouTube gurus 
and video testimonials, Twitter, a Facebook 
“Fitting Room” and in-store events, showing 
millions of consumers that Levi’s have a fit for 
every woman.
 

 

The AX brand just screams hot young style-
conscious men. Yet the store has a solid women’s 
line. To crack the young female fashion biz, 
KBS+P focused on experiential marketing along 
AX’s brand pillars: music, nightlife and fashion. 
“Summer Pool Party” was the theme for sites on 
Pandora that let users make playlists, contests on 
Lookbook and Polyvore that had thousands of 
women assembling AX outfits and a video series 

VOTE FOR YOUR FAVORITES AT WWW.MEDIAPOST.COM/OMMAAWARDS OMMA AWARDS 2011

Hearst Digital Media 
and Harper’s Bazaar 
developed a comprehensive, 
integrated, year-long 
program for Clairol 
Perfect 10 color enhancer. 

Custom experiences on 
harpersbazaar.com and 
Facebook let consumers “try 
on” new hair color inspired 
by runway looks. Truly a 360 
campaign, the program also 
featured event integration at 
New York Fashion Week and 
a makeover application tool 
and mobile app.

“I Do My Do” utilized the 
full suite of MSLO assets to 
bring Pantene products 
to life and meaningfully 
engage consumers. By 
incorporating real brides 
into the campaign, “I 
Do My Do” personalized 
the integration while 
building awareness and 
purchase intent through 

about up-and-coming (AX-clad) female DJs. Thou-
sands of women participated, thousands more 
commented and AX’s Facebook page spiked an 
additional 36,000 likes.
 

 

Timberland faced a daunting challenge in 
launching its new women’s line: harness the 
strong brand reputation and reach style-con-
scious women. Their solution? Partner with 
credible style sites. On Sugar Network, Tim-
berland wove product content into editorial, 
including “Urban Hike” guides. On LuckyMag, 
they took over home-page space usually re-
served for “Lucky Right Now,” beside Lucky’s 
top five featured products. Timberland spon-
sored InStyle.com’s Fall Accessories Report, 
creating a tab for an “Ultimate Shoe Guide.” 
And the Glam Network’s Fashion Expert Pro-
gram integrated Timberland products into its 
“Eco-Chic Must-Haves.” Tracking suggests a 
200-percent boost in brand relevance, and all 
featured products sold out in days. O
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blacQube

When Mercedes-AMG, a subsidiary of Mercedes-Benz 
specializing in high-performance luxury cars, an-
nounced the launch of the 571 HP Drop-top Super 
Sports Car, they wanted to create online awareness 
for this special vehicle. AMG hit all consumer touch-
points, covering everything there is to know about 
the roadster through photos, videos, sounds and 
data. The launch was integrated into their Web site, 
all Facebook tabs, YouTube, Twitter and the iPhone 
through a virtual racing game, with slick creative 
evoking the brand’s high-end feel.

OMD
Nissan needed to raise the brand’s performance 
profile and connect average consumers to the dream 
of driving a race car. With Nissan GT Academy, a 
national competition featuring PlayStation’s Gran 
Turismo 5, Nissan meshed gaming and branded en-
tertainment to engage consumers across platforms, 
from gaming consoles to social networks and TV. It 
began with a tournament to find the best virtual Nis-
san GT5 racers in the U.S. Then sixteen contestants 
moved to the next phase: real-world racing. After a 

rigorous one-week selection process, filmed for a re-
ality show airing this fall, a U.S. winner was chosen to 
join the European winners. The campaign attracted 
53,797 aspiring racers; over 35 percent opted in for 
more info from Nissan, far surpassing average opt-in 
rates for Nissan campaigns.

 

The Senate declared July 8, 2011 National Collector 
Car Appreciation Day; eBay Motors took the celebra-
tion a step further, designating July Collector Car 
Appreciation Month. With partners, eBay Motors 
created an online experience that showcased video 
coverage of the national day, the auction of a classic 
GM Futurliner, sweepstakes for tickets to top automo-
tive events (among them, a trip to a Las Vegas classic 
car auction) and video content including a panel 
discussion and in-depth interviews. O  

both supplied and custom-
built media. The campaign 
engaged consumers by 
providing healthy hair tips 
and offering customizable 
products with proven success 
and lasting results.

This radically integrated 
campaign combined print, TV, 
digital, mobile, PR, social and 
retail to create an ownable 
presence for Dove Men+Care 

during the NCAA tournament. 
All channels had distinct roles 
in driving awareness, engage-
ment and purchase, but they 

worked together 
to surround con-
sumers with the 
message. Espe-
cially successful 
was the use of 
multiscreen en-
gagement, with 
TV ads driving 
participation in 
both mobile and 

desktop Web sites. Up to 20 
percent of total engagement 
occurred online during some 
key TV air times. O
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HUGE
In 2010, Pepsi debuted the Pepsi Refresh Project, a 
community-focused platform for people to pitch 
ideas for a monthly grant. PRP directed more than 
$20 million to fund 1,000+ ideas and got 87 million 
votes in the process. In 2011, PRP 2.0 awarded twice 
as many grants, supporting causes from the arts to 
public health to the environment. The site embraces 
an optimistic, can-do sensibility, selling not just a 
beverage but a philosophy of service.

Coke and Pepsi hold pouring rights on most col-
lege campuses, so Dr Pepper found a different entry, 
partnering with online textbook rental service 
chegg.com for an interactive brand campaign. Stu-
dents designed Dr Pepper-themed Chegg boxes and 

got friends to vote on Facebook and Twitter. The 
campaign clicked on 4,000 campuses and scored 
19 million impressions. The top three designers 
won a MacPro, and the winning look will be print-
ed on Chegg delivery boxes for the fall semester. 

VML
Promoting Gatorade as part of evolving sports nu-
trition meant upping its digital game for its target 
teen audience. The multimedia creative pitted 
vintage athletes against today’s stars, like Dwight 
Howard and Peyton Manning, to showcase Gato-
rade’s importance as a fitness fuel. The “Before, 
During and After” G Series also keyed up on an  
iPad game, driving users to gatorade.com. O  

 

Magners Irish Cider, which 
supports an eponymous 
comedy festival in Glasgow, 
decided to stage one in Boston. 
To promote the festival — and 
the brand — Mangers launched 
a multimedia campaign. Fifty 
amateur comedians hoping 
to win a slot pitched them-
selves on Facebook, generat-
ing 75,000 visits — and 10,000 
visitors to the festival site. 16 of 
the 20 shows sold out, and 2.1 
million impressions were cre-
ated for Magners.

-

PALM Beer is a premium Bel-
gian brew that wanted to play 
in the Big Apple. That meant 
linking with various NYC events, 
like Restaurant Week, as well as 
kick-starting a Facebook site to 
encourage PALM traffic and driv-
ing the PALM Love Bus around 
the city. These tacks, along with 
the iPhone PALM Beer app, cre-
ated buzz for a new brand with 
a relatively small presence here. 
The effort produced a 45 per-
cent increase in PALM beer sales 
in New York City over 2010.

 

For Yuengling’s Lord 
Chesterfield Ale, everything old 
is new again. The Pennsylvania 
brewery began with the 
182-year-old ale’s small following 
and created an online success. 
The inviting Lord Chesterfield 
site promoted the beer and its 
colorful 18th-century namesake 
via Facebook, Twitter and the 
Chesterfield Advisor blog, which 
even dispensed dating advice. 
Between Yuengling events 
and beer bloggers, 7.5 million 
impressions were generated 
cross-platform. Last summer, 
Lord Chesterfield Ale sales were 
up nearly 22 percent in the Mid-
Atlantic over 2009. O  



www.mediapost.com/ommamobile

CONSUMERS ARE ADOPTING MOBILE TECHNOLOGY AT A FAST PACE — OFTEN FASTER 
THAN MARKETERS CAN KEEP UP WITH, AND IN WAYS NOT EVEN THE 

MOST SKILLFUL MARKETERS ANTICIPATED.  WITH THE INDUSTRY SPOTLIGHT BLAZING, 
AND WITH BIG MEDIA BUDGETS HEADED ITS WAY, IS MOBILE READY FOR PRIME TIME?

marketing
untethered

OCTOBER 25, 2011
SAN FRANCISCO MARRIOTT UNION SQUARE
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Business-to-Business

related skills and best practices. By 
teaming up with Scholastic, mint.
com was able to leverage Scholas-
tic’s expertise to meet educational 
standards, reach into classrooms 
and make learning fun for kids. In 
addition to the online and printed 
materials — including lesson plans 
for teachers, activities for families 
and worksheets for parents — the 
two companies launched an online 

game for students in March 2011 as 
a fun way for young people to learn 
about money management strate-
gies like earning and saving money.

One to One Connect
The American Society for the  
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals  

 
through Apps

The apps created by One to One 
Connect and the ASPCA to combat 
animal cruelty were more than re-
minders to donate. They strived to 

Mint.com (Intuit)
 

Money Program 

Amid the financial downturn, mint.
com and parent company Intuit took 
it upon themselves to offer money 
management and budgeting tips 
to teachers, parents and students. 
The goal was to help teach the next 
generation financial responsibility, 

The Economist 
Group (TEG)

The Economist Group cre-
ated the “Ideas Arena: Global 
Leaders” campaign around 
a dialog that got started at 
the World Economic Forum’s 
annual gathering in Davos, 
Switzerland. Its goal was to 
weave Thomson Reuters into 
the fabric of intelligent  
conversation among the  
audience. The campaign 
targeted business decision 
makers and featured an inter-
active Web site chock full of 

forums for participa-
tion. The Economist’s 
millions of readers 

and Facebook and Twitter 
fans were encouraged to 
follow and participate.

Google
Google’s “Watch This Space” 
campaign featured a sleek 
Web site that was easily 
navigable and full of rich 
content. Using six tabs, the 
Web site hosted informa-
tion on industry trends, 
solutions, tools, a creative 
corner, news and a sandbox. 
The content in each tab was 
artful, vibrant and informa-
tive, making the campaign’s 
execution both effective and 
aesthetically pleasing. O

Approva  
Corporation

 
Control Freak

Approva’s new online cam-
paign, “I Love Control Freaks,” 
sought to shine a cheeky 
light on the indispensabil-
ity of Control Freaks to the 
corporate environment. The 
Web site, a cornerstone of the 
campaign, featured loads of 
Control Freak-themed con-
tent, including “The Official 
Control Freak eHandbook,” 
the “Should’ve Had a Control 
Freak” video series and a Con-
trol Freak blog.

Business-to-Business

Th E i t

forums for participa-
tion. The Economist’s 
millions of readers 

and Facebook and Twitter 
fans were encouraged to

A
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Through social media and 
online ads, U by Kotex 
reached out to girls, gave 
them a megaphone and asked 
what they thought about 
plain white pads in a world of 
colorful options. O

media banners. Before the 
campaign ended, key retailers 
had already placed their 
second orders. Isobar helped 
Adidas make the ClimaCool 
Ride its most successful 
launch of the year. What 
started out as an assignment 
to produce digital work for the 
U.S. turned into a full-blown 
convergent campaign.

Organic, Inc.
 

Ban the Bland

Last year, U by Kotex helped 
break the cycle of period 
shame by starting an 
honest conversation about 
vaginal health. Along with 
introducing the first-ever 
pads and liners with colorful 
patterns, they invited girls to 
redesign the feminine care 
category with the “Ban the 
Bland Design Challenge.” 

Campbell Ewald
 

2011 Integrated Online Campaign

Outspent 52 to 1, Chicken of 
the Sea tuna embarked on an 
online strategy that targeted 
moms. The campaign 
included a casual game that 
became the most played game 
ever on GSN.com, one of the 
largest gaming platforms on 
the Web. It also delivered on a 
key success metric, increasing 
“likes” to the Chicken of the 
Sea Mermaid’s Facebook page 
six-fold within five months.

Isobar

This campaign exceeded 
expectations in a number 
of ways. Over 152 million 
impressions have been 
recorded, with a 2.24 percent 
click-through rate and an 
approximately 8-second 
interaction rate for rich-

provide useful services for animal 
lovers. The weather app featured 
a three-day forecast, as well as 
advice on what weather-related 
needs a pet might have each day 
and on hot or freezing conditions 
that might pose danger. There 
were also news and updates about 
the organization, with reminders 
on adopt-a-thons and the like.

Velti
-

graphic’s “The Last Lions” Campaign

The Last Lions, a documentary 
aimed at promoting the Big 
Cats Initiative, raised aware-
ness of the plummeting lion 
population, and the campaign 
promoting it extended the 
film’s activist message. Na-
tional Geographic teamed 
with Velti to execute a range of 
interactive mobile solutions. In 
doing so, it brought everything 
from the Botswana Tourism 
Board to your local theater into 
its fold. O

Consumer Packaged Goods

OMMA
AWARDS
2011
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  Entertainment: Movies

Acxiom Integrated Agency

In attempts to get subscribers to read newsletters,  
Microsoft created the “MSN Preference Center Cam-
paign” to help target users’ reading preferences. MSN 
revitalized its user interface to create a simpler, sleeker 
and more navigable site. Its creative and strategy 
agency, Acxiom, created a new, engaging and infor-
mative flow to help users to manage their newsletters. 
MSN saw high open and click-through rates: a 14.68 

percent average open rate, a 19 percent average CTO 
and a .62 percent CTO on promo ad.

“A Simple Switch” was a multi-dimensional campaign 
using bought media to promote content sharing and 
position the brand as a leader in the sustainability/
green space. Its objectives were straight-forward. They 
wanted to drive users to the site to register for the en-
ergy efficiency challenge. They also wanted to build a 

Is there a more passionate 
group out there than Trekkies? 
To promote The Captains, the 
new documentary in which 
William Shatner interviews all 
the actors who have helmed
the famous vessels in the Star 
Trek fleet, Epix knew they had 
to speak a special version of 
geek. So to launch the film 
they created Shatner-Palooza, 
a three-city tour, along with
a viral video contest built 
around Shatner’s iconic yell at 
the end of 1982’s Star
Trek II: The Wrath of Khan. 

The resulting videos can be 
viewed at thelongkahn.com.

Your Highness 

Where better to hold the 
red-carpet premiere of Your 
Highness — a film squarely 
aimed at irreverent college 
boys — than on campus? But 
which campus? Universal 
turned to Eventful for a unique 
campaign, which let college
students vote on which college 
would get to host the star-
studded premiere. Universal 
drove fan engagement 
through a variety of media, 
including email, banner ads 
and site takeovers. Students 
were invited to visit the site, 
where they could view real-
time school rankings, vote 
and share their vote with 
friends via one-click postings 
to Facebook, Twitter and 

other sites. More than 250,000 
students voted, the majority of 
whom hail from the University 
of California, Santa Barbara, 
which won the honor.

 Monte Carlo 

For the release of Fox’s Monte 
Carlo, popular tween girl site 
stardoll.com served as the 
sole official online destina-
tion. Stardoll users attended 
online “parties,” chatted with 
avatars of the film’s talent via 
custom “chat bot” technol-
ogy, collected virtual gifts and 
accessories and joined the 
exclusive Monte Carlo Club. At 
the heart of this campaign was 
the Monte Carlo Ball, a virtual 
party peopled with avatars of 
the girls themselves and the 
movie’s stars; girls were gifted 
virtual items to wear. Sub-
sequent parties were held in 
different locations. O
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music fans open to emerging 
artists. FIAT tapped local artists to 
graffiti and paint car parts lining 
the main entrance. Some of the 
parts were used as musical in-
struments that guests could play. 
Partners included New Era, Bud-
weiser, Diageo North America, 
Zinio and Rdio. The campaign 
included live interviews airing 
on Sirius Radio that reached 1.3 
million listeners. Media impres-
sions numbered more than 324 
million across an iPad app, an 
interactive iPhone application 
and live performances streamed 
on MySpace. O

FlashFoto Inc.

Los Tigres launched a  
campaign using FlashFoto 
technology that would let fans 
upload images of themselves 
into the background of band 
photos using a free iPhone 
app. The idea to connect more 
closely with music lovers 
doubled the band’s Twitter and 
Facebook traffic during the 
past four months, with more 
than 4,000 fan photos created 
on the Web site. Fans published 
their photos via email, Twitter 
or Facebook and shared them 
with friends.

The FADER, Inc.
FORT by FIAT

FIAT targeted a younger crowd 
to relaunch the North American 
FIAT 500 model. The campaign, 
highlighted at a music venue in 
Austin, Texas, connected with 

 
Unsigned Bands

Building an emotional 
connection with fans, the 
iconic rock group KISS ran 
a digital campaign with 
Eventful to create a user-
generated tour across 
America. It gave more than 
425,000 fans the opportunity 
to give 22 unsigned bands 
(out of the thousands who 
entered) a chance to open for 
KISS. About 25 percent of fans 
shared the campaign through 
social networks, resulting 
in 105 million social media 
impressions. Online ad and 
rich-media impressions 
reached 24 million, and four 
million emails were sent, 
resulting in an additional 
$200,000 in ticket sales. One 
band from each of the 22 
local markets across the U.S. 
played at a KISS show.

community around ASX’s mission of green awareness. 
They had less than $100,000 to get users to com-
plete the challenge. Even with a limited budget, the 
campaign was a huge success, gaining over 125,000 
Facebook fans.

Hill Holliday

Hill Holliday created a digital platform that helped 
MLB engage with fans like never before. The WSJ 
called it “part performance art, part social media 
stunt, part dude fantasy.” The goal was to use digital 
technology to transform baseball from “America’s 
favorite pastime” into a modern source of entertain-

ment for the next generation to embrace. The results 
were all positive: those exposed to the campaign 
were 13% more likely to watch or attend an upcoming 
game, and there were gains of over 35,000 Facebook 
followers and 29,000 Twitter followers. O
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Bravo

Building momentum for  
the second season of the 
Bethenny reality series, Bravo 
tapped into a passionate fan-
base via social media while 
also engaging new viewers via 
celebrity/TV/entertainment 
Web sites. Tactics included 
takeovers, roadblocks, keyword 
placements, pre-roll videos, 
targeted expandables, “like” ads 
and Bethenny-themed Valen-
tines via Someecards. There 
was also a “Bethenny’s Best 
Moments” contest 
and landing tab on 
Facebook, which 
allowed fans to vote 
on favorite moments 
from the first season 
and received 233,814 
views, 17,303 votes 
and 10,418 entries. 
On premiere night, 
Bravo engaged mom 
bloggers to foster conversa-
tion around viewing parties, 
resulting in 254,000 blog and 
social impressions.

PHD
 

To promote the fourth season 
of Storm Chasers, PHD placed 
potential viewers “In The 
Storm’s Path” via highly engag-
ing mobile, site takeovers and 
digital out-of-home. Touch-
ing a mobile banner caused a 
furiously vibrating “tornado” 
to overtake a phone’s screen, 
leading to an on-screen “crack.” 

premiere of AMC’s The Killing 
and drive viewers to AMC’s 
Web properties. Consumers 
were encouraged to share 
online content — including 
video trailers, contests and 
an interactive game. Paid 
media included Google search 
(84.8 million impressions), 
YouTube’s flagship “Home 
Page Masthead” (61 million 
impressions and two million 
plays within 24 hours) and 
hyper-targeted Facebook ads 
(87.9 million impressions). 
Premiere ratings for the target 
demo tripled the AMC norm. O

Another tornado raced across 
the MSN.com screen, destroying 
everything in its path. Digital 
storefronts dragged passersby 
into a lifelike tornado, with 
24,000 participants upload-
ing photos to social networks. 
Result: the series premiere had 
a 40 percent increase over the 
previous season’s debut. 

TargetCast used search, 
display, video, mobile, 
gaming and social to 
generate tune-in for the series 



 

BIGGER
 PICTURE?

TIME TO MONETIZE THE MASSIVE GROWTH
BY 2013, OVER 60% OF TOTAL INTERNET TRAFFIC WILL BE ONLINE VIDEO

GET A CLEARER PICTURE AT OMMA VIDEO

OCTOBER 26, 2011   
SAN FRANCISCO MARRIOTT UNION SQUARE

www.mediapost.com/ommavideo
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Health Care & Fitness

Euro RSCG  
Worldwide
Thinking

To help Oppenheimer pro-
mote its global/international 
funds, Euro RSCG employed 
a parallel “global” strategy 
online, with a consistent 
message and branding that 
spanned video, display, email 
and Twitter — all driving to  
an investment knowledge 
center. The campaign also 
utilized animated infograph-
ics and quizzes via QR codes 
to bring financial information 
to life. The extensive content 
featured in the campaign 

helped increase sales of  
Oppenheimer’s global funds 
34 percent from a year ago. 
And the globalizeyourthink-
ing.com microsite has  
drawn more than 300,000 
visits to date.

Luckie & Company

Taking out a car loan is a 
big financial step, especially 
online. So instead of ads linking 
to loan product pages within 
regions.com, Luckie created 
lightboxes that contained 
additional information about 
each loan product. This served 
to keep potential customers 
on the landing page and give 
them the information they 
needed to apply immediately. 

Banners were also used 
to promote the loans. The 
streamlined execution provided 
a user-friendly pathway to the 
application process.

Time Inc. Lifestyle 
Group/Real Simple

Real Simple’s campaign on be-
half of Chase Blueprint artfully 
knitted together offline and on-
line elements to educate target 
consumers about the financial 
giant’s spending management 
tool. A series of interactive 
in-book units offered Blue-
print solutions to Real Simple 
reader questions and drove to 
realsimple.com, where con-
sumers entered a sweepstakes, 
viewed money-saving tips and 
watched how-to videos. The 
tight integration of the maga-
zine’s editorial content with 
Blueprint advertising helped 
drive 40,000 sweepstakes  
entries and an advertorial 
viewership that was 56 percent 
better than average. O

Greater Than One

Greater Than One’s “How I Fight MS ” campaign 
followed five adults living with MS through 
blogs and journals, effectively putting a face 
on the disease. Along with the personal jour-
neys documented on the site, there was also an 
informational section featuring quizzes, FAQs 
and diagnostic information about MS. The site’s 
design was casual and uplifting, conveying both 
importance and ease.

Financial Services/Banking/
Investments

OST.COM/OMMAAWARDS OMMA AWARDS 2011
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Food & Beverage
OMD

Until recently, Kashi and  
Cheerios led the market for 
heart-healthy food. That was until 
Quaker Oatmeal hired OMD to 
shake up their image. They part-
nered with everydayhealth.com to 
integrate their content and show 
that Quaker Oatmeal was the best 
option for heart health.

 

Hellmann’s teamed up with 
celebrity chef Bobby Flay to 
promote Hellmann’s mayonnaise 
in their “Build the Perfect Sand-
wich” campaign. The promotion 
wanted customers to feel good 
about what they ate and what 
they fed their families — that is, 
the company wasn’t looking to 
tell anyone how to make the per-
fect sandwich, just how to make 
their perfect sandwich. Through 

social media and bloggers, Hell-
mann’s distributed video, editorial 
content, quizzes and recipes to 
promote its campaign.

 

Style icon and former fatty Karl 
Lagerfeld and starlet Rachel 
Bilson teamed up for Magnum 
Ice Cream’s “Pleasure Personi-

fied” campaign, which has led to 
stores barely being able to keep 
the product on the shelf. The ad 
targeted the 28-year-old affluent 
female demographic, who are 
motivated by accessibility, exclu-
sivity and sensual experiences. 
The promotion launched at NYC’s 
Tribeca Film Festival. Within 12 
weeks of the launch, Magnum 
was the NO.1 “Super Premium 
Frozen Novelty Brand.” O

SpaFinder’s Wellness Week campaign  
generated over 75 million impressions  
in an eight-week period and gained over 
100,000 new consumer sign-ups. SpaFinder’s 
mission is to connect consumers with 
spas the world over. With an already 
large consumer base, SpaFinder utilized 
its Wellness Week campaign to offer 
consumers $50 or 50 percent off spa services 
nationwide. The tremendous participation 
made for a successful campaign and very 
happy sponsors. O

Nature Made enlisted Mindshare Los Angeles to 
spearhead their “Nature Made 2011 WebMD Digital 
Partnership” campaign. The goal was to estab-
lish Nature Made as a trusted maker of vitamins, 
minerals and supplements. Mindshare Los Angeles 
developed a multipoint campaign to rebrand the 
company. Nature Made began sponsoring WebMD’s 
Vitamins & Supplements Lifestyle Guide and their 
Health Assessment Tool, gaining access to all of 
the site’s users. The results were astounding and 
resulted in a 32-percent brand favorability.

OMMA
AWARDS
2011
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Conversation, LLC

Hospitals, like soft drinks, sell 
their brands to specific demo-
braphics: both depend on repeat 
business. NorthShore-Long Island 
Jewish, a hospital with more than 
10,000 doctors, is no different. It 
aimed to expand on TV spots using 
CPC online ads to highlight cancer 
care, women’s health and pedi-
atrics, among its many services. 
The tone was upbeat, the informa-
tion straightforward. Its friendly, 

no-frills approach delivered 178 
million impressions and a 28-per-
cent lift in brand favorability. The 
tagline: “Hope lives here.” 

Digitas Health 
Flu shots have been given 
for 71 years. Now you have a 
choice: vaccine, or a spray in 
the nose. For kids, who pick 
their noses, it’s a no-brainer. But 
parents needed to be educated 
in order to request FluMist from 
doctors. A clever and fun multi-

media effort — “I Pick My Nose” 
— hit parents’ and iVillage sites, 
while the campaign dominated 
YouTube for a day. “Flu has coo-
ties,” banners proclaimed. The 
effort was on the nose, winning 
254 million online impressions 
and 900,000 video views.

Now that ED drugs are adver-
tised during the Super Bowl, 
men don’t have to be shy about 
sexual issues. And for the 20 
million men between 50-64 
who may be affected by low 
testosterone, which impacts sex 
drive, there is help. The cam-
paign relied on gentle humor 
and a practical, non-threatening 
approach to encourage men to 
seek medical attention. A user-
friendly Web site kept the tone 
light, while encouraging men to 
visit lowtfacts.com for additional 
information and a branded 
treatment solution. Wives every-
where said thank you. O

Retail
of their “Game Face” for the opportunity to be 
featured in a TV spot at the MTV Movie Awards.

Home Depot partnered with The Weather Channel 
to create the Lawn & Garden Outlook, a cam-
paign that used dynamic banners, mobile apps 
and sponsored weather updates to provide users 
with customized information. The mobile device 
also offered home-improvement tips based on a 
user’s location. What’s more, the Lawn & Garden 
Outlook television weather segment featured 

Carat USA
Adidas noticed that the brand was not effec-
tively reaching the high school audience. With 
this, Carat USA created the One Brand Anthem 
Campaign, which spanned a four-phase strat-
egy involving two key social media hubs. The 
campaign included activation of 10-second 
tease pre-roll and 60-second in-banner and 
rich media videos that drove the spot into the 
“trending now” section on YouTube. Rich media 
executions drove traffic to a Facebook applica-
tion where high school kids could enter images 
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Restaurants & Fast Food

project tips corresponding to 
the online banners that con-
tained new tips every week.

Ubermind

As consumers today are too 
busy to stroll through every 
aisle of a store, Target created 
an application to help them 
find what they need with a mobile device. The app 
let users browse the Weekly Ad, create shopping 
lists, search at target.com and locate the near-

est Target stores. From directly purchasing via a 
mobile device, to using a phone to scan barcodes, 
Target set the standard for retail applications. O

CKE Restaurants
 

50th Anniversary

Hardee’s went all out to 
celebrate it 50th Anniversary. 
It targeted some of its key 
customers both new (dudes 
in their 20s who live on fast 
food) and old (the Boomers 
and seniors who grew up 
eating it). There was one place 
where these could groups 
meet (besides Hardee’s, of 
course): Facebook. Fans 
were encouraged to share 
pictures, videos and memories 
through the site. To celebrate 
its birthday, the chain also 
offered a $50,000 giveaway on 
Facebook and $50 gift cards  
on Twitter.

DDB Chicago
Farmville Farm

When Farmville wasn’t busy 

playing host to Lady GaGa, it 
welcomed some less glittery 
(though no less iconic) 
company. Old McDonald’s had 
a (virtual) farm on the Zynga 
game, with the Golden Arches 
in field form and attractions 
such as Real Fruit Smoothie 
fruit markets, Real Fresh Dairy 
barns, Warm Bun bakeries 

and McCafé cafés. Players also 
used McDonald’s items (like 
McCafé coffee) as power-ups 

in the game. 

space150
 

Blizzard Treatment

To drive awareness 
of Dairy Queen’s 
new Mini Blizzard 
Treat, space150 sent 
a street team doing 
“Mini Treats” (or 
good deeds) across 
the country in (what 
else?) a Mini Cooper. 
The team’s journey 
lived across social 
media, and just as 

the people the team came 
across got “Mini-Treatments,” 
the online audience had a 
chance to get treated as well. 
An online contest asked 
fans to submit videos of 
their own Mini Treats for a 
chance to win a Mini Cooper 
Countryman, just like the one 
the street team drove. O

OMMA
AWARDS
2011
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Travel & Tourism

co-branded banner ads, a home 
page takeover, email promotions, 
advertorials, free trial downloads 
of Office 2010, a UGC contest and 
integration into two episodes of 
The Martha Stewart Show.

Mindshare

For Sprint’s “All Together Now” 
campaign, Mindshare developed 
activation programs on multiple 
platforms and channels. It told re-
al-time human stories (the perfect 
wedding engagement; a band’s 
big break at SXSW), incorporat-
ing online votes and interactions. 

 

Projects Great

The Microsoft Office 2010 and 
Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia 
(MSLO) partnership demonstrated 
that an audience will respond 
when custom content and 
branded entertainment remain 
on-brand. The cross-channel 
“Make Home Projects Great” 
campaign used custom MSLO 
templates designed by Martha 
Stewart editors working with new 
features of Office 2010. There were 

Publishers like MLB.com, Screenvi-
sion, Hearst, Time Inc. and Rolling 
Stone offered users free and 
discounted tickets to incentivice 
creating real-world change. 

The Symantec Cloud Campaign 
leveraged YouTube, Facebook, 
Twitter and Google SEM to generate 
leads among an audience respon-
sible for building and securing 
cloud computing environments. 
Symantec delivered informative 
online video commercials to drive 
prospects to download a critical 
white paper, which then created 
a series of activities and offers 
to determine lead qualification. 
100,000 views and thousands of 
qualified leads resulted. O

To underscore its global presence in 76 countries, 
the hotelier launched a home-page takeover and 
sponsorships at The Wall Street Journal, USA Today 
and Concierge sites, among others, appearing in 
seven languages. Photos of sought-after destina-

tions established an emotional 
connection with consum-
ers, and device-neutral apps 
revealed the chain’s virtues for 
both business and personal 
travel. Thanks to reestab-
lished brand awareness, more 
HHonors members checked in. 

To promote tourism, Las Vegas let users’ fingers 
do the talking. The campaign’s strategy was for 
“Core” guests, who love visiting Sin City, sell its 
wonders to the “Persuade” group of potential 
guests. In LVCVA’s first Facebook push, it in-
creased followers by 800 percent, adding 3,000 
a day. The campaign’s insider spin made Vegas 
the NO. 1 destination for Facebook fans — and at 
just $1 per follower. 

True 
Expedia Media Solutions

To keep its Expedia bookings fun, Disney pro-
duced a series of interactive, expandable ads 
pitching Disneyland, Disney World Resort and 
the Disney Cruise Line Disney Destinations. 
Users scrolled over ads to watch videos promot-
ing specific Disney locations — without leaving 
Expedia. By keeping the microsite fresh, unclut-
tered and contained within Expedia, the  
campaign made booking vacations a breeze. O
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ADVERTISING
CREATIVITY

ONLINE

The OMMA Awards for 
Online Advertising Creativity 

go to the advertisers and 
agencies whose work 

demonstrates outstanding 
strategic and creative 

execution for their clients. 
This is the largest section 

of the awards, covering 
everything from search 

marketing to standard display 
units to in-game advertising. 

Our screeners weighed design 
and message creativity 

most heavily in selecting the 
finalists you see here.

J U R Y  M E M B E R S

Craig Atkinson 
President and Chief  
Digital Officer, PHD US

Josh Sacks
Executive Vice President,  
Digital, Ryan Partnership

Matt Story
Director, Denuo

Jonathan Hoffman
Chief Experience Officer,  
Starcom USA

Steven Feuling
Chief Client Officer,  
Carat USA
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3D - Be a 3D Star

Finally, a way to create, 
watch and share 3D con-
tent, without the need for 
3D glasses. Euro RSCG Chica-

go created a 3D movie trailer 
to promote the launch of the 
HTC EVO 3D. “Present Tense” 
didn’t just let users navi-
gate and explore the trailer, 
which features an alleged 
diamond thief on the lam. It 
was also customizable: users 
could upload a picture and 
become a part of the trailer. 
More than 93,000 people 
took advantage.

The more Twitter followers 
you had, the more forcefully 
you were able to kick a 

site to let girls create original 
product designs using a set of 
online tools. Say goodbye to 
white, and hello to color and 
patterns. The brand’s goal 
was to receive 2,000 designs; 
more than 12,800 were 
submitted. The top three 
winners will collaborate with 
Patricia Field on future U by 
Kotex products. O

soccer ball in a virtual 
showdown with any Twitter 
user worldwide, including 
celebs like Lady Gaga and 
Cristiano Ronaldo. SHOOTTER 
for Adidas placed gamers 
inside a virtual stadium, 
where their objective was 

to score against a goalie 
played by another Twitter 
user. Along with the size of 
a player’s Twitter following, 
holding down the space bar 
for speed also determined 
success or failure.

Organic, Inc.
 

Feminine products used 
to be something most 
teenage girls didn’t care to 
discuss, let alone redesign. 
Not anymore. U by Kotex 
launched the Ban the Bland 
Design challenge and Web 
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go created a 3D movie trailer

winners will collaborate with
Patricia Field on future U by
Kotex products. O

to score against a goalie

Starcom

In 2010, Mars launched 
Pretzel M&M’s and enlisted 
BBDO to spearhead content 
integration. The goal was 
to create more connections 
among consumers to Pretzel 
M&M’s when they thought about 
their “usual” salty snacks — 
pretzels, chips  and nuts. The 
target: 25- to 49-year-olds who 
are looking for a good time and 
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Google
Is this meta enough for you? 
OMMA would like to take a moment 
to recognize the fine online dis-
play advertising work promoting 
Google’s online display advertis-
ing business. The online ad about 
online ads outdid most online 
ads by showing all that an online 
could be. The rich-media unit 
alternately morphed into a Twitter 
widget, a video player, a news and 
weather forecast, a Googleized 
game of the arcade classic “Break-
out” and an interface for a Google 
Books library (where you can find 
many volumes about advertising, 
by the way).

Instead of trying to 
get the IT profession-
als to come to their 
microsite or down-
load an app, Starcom 
and Oracle went to 
the IT professionals 
with a quality and 
engaging “nanosite.” 
Research indicated 
that IT professionals 
are unlikely to ever 
return to an external 
“sponsored” Web site or microsite 
even if they did click through, so 

the strategy became 
packing all the infor-
mation into a neat 
little experience that 
appeared across IDG 
sites frequented by 
the IT pros. The unit 
resulted in more than 
9,000 senior IT pro-
fessional registrants.

Y&R/VML
How do you let 
potential custom-
ers know that your 

company, which they may only 
know as a copy machine, can 
help them as a full-on consul-
tancy and take care of all the 
boring back-office stuff they 
don’t want to do? And make it 
sexy? With a Ducati motorcycle, 
of course. The pushdown unit 
depicting a scene of a Ducati be-
ing tested in a wind tunnel with 
a hapless fellow getting his stack 
of, um, Xeroxes blown all over 
the place does the trick quickly, 
simply and strikingly. O
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Content Integration
who tend to use snacks and 
drinks to facilitate relationships. 
There were custom videos on 
the site, among other features. 
The campaign created an 
astounding 48-percent rise in 
unaided awareness.

 

Macy’s enlisted Hearst Digital 
Media to help increase 
awareness of the fall men’s 
INC Collection. They created a 
highly visual ad campaign that 
lived within editorial on sites. 
The campaign was integrated 
with Esquire Magazine’s 
digital properties and even 
included sponsored Facebook 

posts by Esquire editors. The 
CTR was 6,000 times more 
than the industry average,  
and it was shared to Facebook 
200 times.

Starcom USA aimed to help 
reshape Buick’s image into 
one a modern consumer 
could identify with. While 
Buick had created many 
award-winning car models 
in the past years, they had 
failed to resonate with today’s 
consumer. To fix that, Starcom 
USA created the re:discover 
campaign. Content designed 
around an individual city was 
supplemented by Bing Maps 
and driven by MSN through 
various placements. O
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Cendyn

With over 11 million members, Best Western 
Rewards is already one of the hotel industry’s most 
successful loyalty programs. Teaming up with Cendyn 
allowed BWR to cultivate a loyalty-based growth cycle 
with targeted communication strategies and tactics 
to acquire, engage and retain the right customers. To 
date, Best Western has the most success using Internet 
and email channels to market its loyalty program. Bro-
ken down by affinity group, targeted newsletters have 
seen a 70 percent increase year-over-year. Along with 
being highly cost-effective, the ability of Web-based 
marketing to “drill down” and “gain feedback” from 
customers has been a boon to Best Western.

The financial advisor, Euro RSCG Worldwide knew, 

is always on-the-go and needs bite-sized informa-
tion to help influence clients’ investment decisions. 
So for the campaign, the emails broke down hard 
concepts into easily translatable storylines. Meanwhile, 
a multimedia campaign introduced the rallying cry, 
“Globalize Your Thinking,” while targeted banner ads 
asked provocative questions. QR codes led to mobile 
quizzes, and animated infographics brought key facts 
to life. As a result, 55 percent of advisors who saw the 
campaign said they were more likely to recommend 
Oppenheimer Funds global and international funds, 
while sales of those Oppenheimer funds are up 34 
percent year-over-year.

 

With a targeted, three-part message series, 
HP and Infogroup were able to solve one of the 
biggest challenges for email marketers: how to 
engage inactive subscribers — those who hadn’t 
purchased a product or opened an email in the 
last six months. First, the team targeted previous 
purchasers and inactive subscribers, offering ever 
more valuable discounts throughout the series and 
then delivering a clean, simple design with a clear 
call to action. The messages conveyed a sense of 
exclusivity, broke through the inbox marketing 
noise and engaged this once-disengaged segment. 
As as result, the campaign generated about five 
times greater revenue than standard weekly 
messaging campaigns. O

For Sprint Digital’s launch 
of the HTC EVO 3D, Euro RSCG 
Chicago created an amazing 
promotional campaign. The 
Be a 3D Star Instant Win Game 
went live June 13 through July 
22 and let users enter daily 
for a chance to win one of 

 

For Dairy Queen, space150 
created a successful social 
media and marketing cam-
paign for its launch of the 
Mini Blizzard. The campaign, 
aptly named “Mini Blizzard 
Treatment,” sought to increase 
traffic to Dairy Queens. Through 

32 devices. It outperformed 
all previous Sprint loyalty 
programs — the Instant Win 
Game posted a 446 percent 
higher average daily entry 
rate. Euro RSCG also created a 
customizable experience that 
let users upload photos and 
become part of a movie trailer 
created specifically for that 
campaign.
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YouTube, Facebook and dq.com, 
Dairy Queen captured the cam-
paign and posted it for the world 
to see. They also surprised an 
unsuspecting customer with a 
brand new Mini Cooper. Then, 
they posted that video online to 
encourage fans to submit videos 
of their own Mini Blizzard Treat-
ments for a chance to win one of 
six additional Mini Coopers.

Studiocom
For client Dunkin’ Donuts, 
Studiocom created a truly 

awareness. 
There 
was also a 
Facebook 
application 
game that was 
so successful 
people had 
to sign up 
days in 
advance for a 

chance to play. The results speak 
for themselves: The program 
garnered over 130,000 entries 
in the game and over 44 million 
Facebook impressions. O

unique promotion. To publicize 
the Unfreeze It: Mountain Dew 
Coolatta, they created a 30-day 
promotional window with no 
paid media support to drive 

Bing’s “Plan a Night Out” member email campaign 
merged creative and strategy to increase the use 
of Bing’s search by exposing users to new platform 
features leading up to Valentine’s Day. The emails uti-
lized eye-catching subject lines like “Bing: Plan your 
night (that lasts till morning)” and featured dramatic 
“hero” images designed to appeal to different audi-
ence segments, complete with unique Bing search 
bars and hot-spot area links. The campaign received 
nearly a 20 percent increase in open rate compared to 
average and a 160 percent increase in search queries 
driven by the newsletter.

Responsys worked with REI, an outdoor gear and ap-
parel retailer, to redesign their monthly newsletter with 
the goal of creating a flexible template to elevate REI’s 
brand content and inspire subscribers to get outdoors. 
The animated “hero” space created an engaging experi-

ence with rotating travel imagery, supported by tips, 
expert advice articles, local activity information, and user 
ratings and reviews. The newsletter also supported other 
marketing channels with elements like a personalized 
link to the subscriber’s preferred store and Facebook shar-
ing functionality. Since rolling out the new layout, REI has 
reported an increase in subscriber interaction and sales.

Maintaining engagement with travel consumers in 
order to remain top-of-mind is essential due to the 
amount of competition for their attention within the 
travel sector. StrongMail’s win-back campaign focused 
on reengaging email subscribers who booked with 
Travelocity in 2009, but not in 2010. The campaign 
utilized timely beach-themed creative for a January 
launch date and messaging that spoke to being part of 
an exclusive club, in addition to a 15 percent discount 
that was above and beyond any other current offers. The 
campaign performed two to three times greater than 
existing campaigns and helped boost Travelocity’s bot-
tom line by 12.3 percent. O



Digitas

Mobile seemed like the per-
fect medium to promote the 
2011 Buick Regal. The Sling-
shot Greystripe mobile ad game 
aimed to change the perception 
that Buick is your grandfather’s 
car. The campaign tapped 
emerging media to reach a new 
audience and demonstrate how 
Buick Regal can handle any ob-
stacle. Those who engaged with 
the game spent an average of 
one minute and 27 seconds.

 

iconic sites in California, 
SapientNitro designed an online 
board game for the California 
Travel & Tourism Commission 
to educate tourists about the 
Golden State. The goal was to 
get travelers to watch their 
television commercial and 
create a co-promotion with 
Southwest Airlines that allowed 
players to win vacations to 
California. Players answered 
questions about destinations 
and submited their score 
for a chance to win a trip. 
The effort combined online 
advertising, social media, viral 
components, events, publicity, 
and in-plane advertising to get 
out the message. O

Getting parents to take time 
from their busy day to inter-
act with ads isn’t easy. Meebo 
created the “Load ‘N’ Go” game 
for Nissan and got parents to 
spend on average 55 seconds 
engaging with the ad, com-
pared with an average rate of 
17.5 seconds for auto-industry 
ads. The average comple-
tion rate for the video was 59 
percent, while the number of 
games completed averaged 49 
percent. Interaction increased 
brand awareness.

 

Providing a colorful tour of 
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Campbell Ewald partnered 
with gsn.com to develop the 
Chicken of the Sea Undersea 
Treasure Match game to reach 
moms. It featured the iconic 
Mermaid, Chicken of the Sea 
products, and undersea elements 
such as clamshells and lobsters. 
The game was skinned with 
Chicken of the Sea banners with 
links to recipes. Each post now 
reaches over one million.

Combining the real with the 
virtual world, Moxie designed 

a campaign to build Verizon 
into the Alan Wake story line by 
making the carrier part of the 
narrative in the game. An in-
game Microsoft Tags captured 
with a physical Verizon mobile 
device gave thousands of gamers 
exclusive content, expanding on 
the story line as it played out on 
the screen. MTags led gamers to 
clues, bringing the game through 
the screen into real life.

Government agencies have 
been slow to adopt social net-
works and digital advertising 
to create awareness, but it  
appears Mullen changed De-
partment of Defense naysayers 
into believers through the myfu-
ture.com campaign. Launched 
by the five military branches 
to help young adults chart a 
career path, the campaign 
brought together informa-
tion about salaries, colleges 
and military service oppor-
tunities. The videos generated 
more than 1.7 million views on 
WebStars’ fan pages, more than 
19,000 Facebook “likes” and 
more than 5,800 commented. O
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Getting parents to take time 
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act with ads isn’t easy. Meebo 
created the “Load ‘N’ Go” game 
for Nissan and got parents to 
spend on average 55 seconds 
engaging with the ad, com-
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Campbell Ewald partnered 
with gsn.com to develop the 
Chicken of the Sea Undersea 
Treasure Match game to reach 
moms. It featured the iconic 
Mermaid, Chicken of the Sea 
products, and undersea elements 
such as clamshells and lobsters. 
The game was skinned with 
Chicken of the Sea banners with 
links to recipes. Each post now 
reaches over one million.

Combining the real with the 
virtual world, Moxie designed 

a campaign to build Verizon 
into the Alan Wake story line by 
making the carrier part of the 
narrative in the game. An in-
game Microsoft Tags captured 
with a physical Verizon mobile 
device gave thousands of gamers 
exclusive content, expanding on 
the story line as it played out on 
the screen. MTags led gamers to 
clues, bringing the game through 
the screen into real life.

Government agencies have 
been slow to adopt social net-
works and digital advertising 
to create awareness, but it  
appears Mullen changed De-
partment of Defense naysayers 
into believers through the myfu-
ture.com campaign. Launched 
by the five military branches 
to help young adults chart a 
career path, the campaign 
brought together informa-
tion about salaries, colleges 
and military service oppor-
tunities. The videos generated 
more than 1.7 million views on 
WebStars’ fan pages, more than 
19,000 Facebook “likes” and 
more than 5,800 commented. O
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Dailey, Initiative
Making tax filing an inviting topic is never easy. But Dailey and 
Initiative, working with Intuit, managed to pull it off in a campaign for 
TurboTax that ran over Super Bowl weekend on the home pages of AOL, 
Yahoo and MSN. The ads featured a “TurboTaxi” driving down a folded-
down home page onto a GPS map where different routes highlighted 
key steps of the tax-filing process complete with videos, interactive 
tools and social tie-ins. Taxes made fun, if that’s possible.

Maude
Sons Of Anarchy Page Burn Takeover

For a takeover ad aimed at driving tune-in for the third season pre-
miere of FX’s hit show, Sons of Anarchy, you might expect a motorcycle 
gang to come crashing through the page, engines roaring. Instead, Maude 
relied on strong, simple imagery designed to connect with the series’ core 
male audience. When the ad activated, a “Sons” branded Zippo lighter 
flicked open and realistic-looking flames consumed the page, revealing a 
photo of the show’s characters hitting the open road. ‘Nuff said.

Think Jam
Predators Home  

Entertainment Release
There’s nothing subtle about Think Jam’s takeover promoting the 
DVD and Blu-ray release of Predators — it’s kill or be killed. That’s because 
the ad turned into a shooter game in which a user got to choose from 
a selection of high-powered weapons to take down an alien maraud-
ing across the home page. It’s not every day you get to see green blood 
splattered on the screen. The creative “gameification” employed was 
well-suited to the subject and its young-skewing audience.  O
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Home Page Takeover Mobile  
Marketing: App    

Mobile  
Marketing: In-     

AvatarLabs
AvatarLabs crafted an app-
like experience into this ad 
for the movie. The transitions 
and navigation were creative 
and fun, allowing viewers to get 

Evolution Bureau

It all starts with a simple and 
sweet idea: pick from a library of 
talking lips, voices and messages, 
hold the phone over your mouth 
and share the sweet message with 
your friends and the world. This 
low-production mobile app lever-
aged mobile, social media and 
user-generated video to rejuve-
nate a brand old enough to  
witness the world’s first movie stu-
dio. The app went viral, reaching 
tens of millions with this incred-
ibly fun and upbeat experience.

HISTORYTM
To commemorate the 150th 
anniversary of the Civil War, 
HISTORY launched this four-year 
initiative that walks users through 
the events of the war in real time 
as they developed 150 years ago. 
This iPad app unfolded details 
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  App Advertising

to know the characters, listen to 
the full movie soundtrack, play 
games, see additional video, 
and even take advantage of 
the iPhone’s Google maps to 
pinpoint theaters in which the 
movie was playing.

Imano
Holiday iAd

In this deeply engaging iAd, Imano 
first played the brand’s tongue-in-cheek 
Ice Lounge TV commercial, then took 
characters from the commercial and 
placed them in unique parallax scenes 
where viewers could uncover hidden 
video, music and other goodies. Not 
only was the content rich, the naviga-
tion featured a clever 3D menu spinning 
around a Stella Artois beer bottle. O

of each day with photos, letters, 
quotes, videos and games that 
were of great educational and 
entertainment value. It fit perfectly 
with the brand’s identity and re-
ceived rave reviews from the users.

Kirshenbaum Bond 
Senecal + Partners
Justin Bieber
Knowing what’s in today’s 
teens’ hands and minds, Some-
day Fragrance chose the power 
duo of a mobile platform plus 
megastar Bieber to lead into the 
much-hyped launch of this new 
teen fragrance brand. The Some-
day by Justin Bieber app charmed 
teens with exclusive Justin 
photos and wallpapers, custom 
charm bracelets which they could 
trade with friends or share with 
their star, a countdown to the 
fragrance launch date and finally, 
the ability to purchase right from 
the app. O

Deep Focus
Cosmopolitan Cosmopolitan  
Boulevard

Cosmopolitan worked with 
Deep Focus to create an in-app 
placement for seven brands to 
showcase their products. This 
way to present advertisers’ 
products had a distinct Cosmo 
feel, allowing for rich interac-
tion within the app, such as 
contests, videos, brand engage-
ment and shopping.

MTV Networks, PHD and Starbucks

Starbucks provided a canvas for creativity on your choice of drink. Starbucks 
guided users through this touchscreen-enabled, full-screen expandable ad on MTV 
and VH1’s iPad sites, where users could create their custom signature or art inside the 
ad and share it with fellow consumers. The simple and fun interaction generated 
high consumer engagement, among which half completed the entire experience.

PHD
Storm Chasers Season 4

PHD partnered with Medialets to create this unique experience for users who 
are hit by Discovery Channel’s Storm Chasers Season 4 mobile ad. The “tornado” ran 
across various apps on users’ phones, taking over the screen, sucking up and crash-
ing everything in its path with harrowing noise and physical shaking and shattering 
of the screen. The breathtaking effects brought users right into the scene and signifi-
cantly increased the show’s premiere rating, audience interest and favorability.

VML
Sports Illustrated iPad App

The G Series Sports Illustrated iPad App targeted Gatorade’s top influencers by 
bringing familiar tabletop games to the iPad. Users could play two of America’s 
favorite sports, football and basketball, through finger taps and flicks. The app 
associated with users’ passion for these sports, as well as carrying the brand’s mes-
sage of energy and better athletic performance throughout the interaction. O

Mobile  
Marketing: Campaign or  
                 Single Execution



Kargo
Rolling Stone
Kargo/Bonnaroo SMS Campaign

Aside from yelling into friends’ 
ears, texting was probably the 
most common communication 
technique for festival-goers at the 
Bonnaroo music festival. Kargo 
helped Rolling Stone and Garnier 
take advantage of this fact to cre-
ate an SMS poll for the crowd to 
vote for their favorite band dur-
ing the artists’ live performances 
— with the winning band to be 
featured on the cover of Rolling 
Stone magazine. This extra level 
of natural engagement during 
the concert gave sponsor Garnier 
Fructis an excellent opportunity 
to personally touch every partici-
pant in post-vote messages.

Redbox
 

They seem to go together — old-
school physical media rentals and 
the almost old-school SMS market-
ing. It turns out, though, both 

by texting DEALS to 727272. By 
rewarding their loyal “Text Club” 
and reaching new customers, 
Redbox generated over 1.5 million 
texts from 400,000 unique people 
including almost 200,000 brand 
new customers.

Vibes Media
 

An Interactive Mind Experiment
By actually making the SMS 
engagement part of his on-
air act, magician Criss Angel 
was able to directly include the 
audience in his “mind-reading” 
experiments. That was the first 
of a three-part SMS campaign by 
A&E which successfully increased 
ratings by 20 percent week-over-
week, as well as boosted social 
media participation. The second 
part allowed viewers to vote via 
text message on their favorite 
levitation trick, with the possibil-
ity of their messages appearing 
on the final episode. And, the 
final portion was a text-to-win 
campaign for a magic kit.  O

still thrive as Redbox proved in 
this successful “10 Days of Deals” 
campaign.  Mirroring their highly 
available and simple rental kiosks, 
Redbox offered an extremely 
simple and highly available SMS 
promotion to receive discounts 
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Avatar Labs
 

On Stranger Tides

Avatar Labs used rich media effectively both 
to tease new viewers and provide an experience 
beyond the trailer for presold fans of the fourth 
Pirates of the Caribbean. On the Yahoo home page, 
the tease began with the Yahoo logo changed to 
“Yo ho” and a skull moving across the page. For the 

Yahoo movies page, fittingly, the takeover 
was more detailed, with 3D-like scenes 
playing. Fans could click on clips ranging 
from Jack Sparrow’s pirate recruitment 

video to footage of Walt Disney introducing the 
original “Pirates” ride, the movie’s precursor.

mOcean
 

To promote the release of the Toy Story 3 
Blu-ray Combo Pack, mOcean targeted the broad 
audience for Disney’s highest-grossing animated 



Glow Interactive
 

HTML 5 Ad

iPad users who visited the 
New York Times HTML5 Web 
site January 18 unexpectedly 
became detectives when a 
rich-media ad for the season 
premiere of USA’s White Collar 
turned actual content into 
clues to unlock series’ videos. 
The ad ran for one day and 
featured a virtual scanner 
in-ad that could be moved 
throughout the home page to 
find clues. Scanning copy or 
images would then reveal a QR 
code that indicated a video was 
found and ready for viewing.

PHD
True Blood Season 4

To promote the Season 
4 premiere of HBO’s True 
Blood, PHD created a rich-
media campaign where 
multiple videos could be 
watched without disrupting the 
viewer’s overall site experience. 

Changing from clip to clip 
was seamless: each clip was 
assigned a true color to match 
specific series’ characters 
and viewer favorites. When a 
specific color was selected,  
the entire site changed to 
the same color. Viewers for 
the season premiere grew six 
percent, up from last year’s 
three percent growth.

 
Visionaire Group

Kung Fu Panda 2 

A branded YouTube channel 

turned into an interactive 
experience to promote the 
theatrical release of Dreamworks 
Animation’s Kung Fu Panda 
2. Side videos featuring Jack 
Black came to life as Black 
asked viewers to drag videos 
and other page elements inside 
the main video where Black’s 
adorable animated character, 
Po, “skadooshed” (think: karate-
chopped) each item. In addition, 
more than 30 Easter eggs were 
hidden inside the branded 
channel, featuring behind-the-
scenes clips of Black. Hint: look 
for fortune cookies. O
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film series by creating over 40 advertisements for 
three different age groups, with varying banner 
types from simple Flash to more complex interac-
tive quizzes. For example, the adult and general 
audience versions featured the series’ most popu-
lar character, Buzz Lightyear, invading the user’s 
screen to deliver news about the Combo Pack. An 
interactive trivia quiz provided a teaser of the trivia 
section on the Blu-ray.

 

Ryan Partnership aimed to establish 
credibility with Dove Men+Care’s target,  
men ages 25-45, by placing interactive 
rich-media units themed around the NCAA 
tournament on top sports sites. In videos, Earvin 
“Magic” Johnson, Bobby Hurley and John 
Thompson talked about family relationships 
and memorable NCAA moments - all ways each 
became “comfortable in my own skin.” Users 
could also take an NCAA trivia quiz and enter a 
contest for a chance to meet Johnson. Result: 
high interaction rates on sites where users are 
typically difficult to engage. O
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Social: App as Advertising
Isobar
Grudge Judge

Isobar elevated the idea 
of conversations in social 
media by creating a forum 
on Facebook where sports 
fans could settle arguments 
about a variety of topics. 
Yahoo wanted to boost its fan 
base on Facebook. Banner ads 
promoting the app ran through 
select communities and blog 
networks supporting the 
campaign. Fans turned their 
arguments into cases – more 
than 1,000. People promoted 
their point of view on 
Facebook, as votes got tallied 
from 16,000 monthly active 
users in 20 countries. Grudge 
Judge became the second 
most visited Yahoo Sports 
Facebook property, delivering 
300,000 new fans even before 
the site launched.

Isobar 
Theater

In an interesting use of social 
media to display Dolby’s 
strengths, this campaign 
demonstrates, rather than tells 
consumers about the power 
of sound. Adam West of Bat-
man fame signed on to host a 
one-hour live event, the “Dolby 
Update Theater,” to demonstrate 
how Dolby intensifies theater 
experiences. Every member of 
Dolby’s Facebook community 
had their Facebook status update 
submitted for consideration. The 
best were read in a live event on 

the Dolby Update Theater Face-
book tab. Banner ads promoting 
the event ran across blog net-
works three weeks prior. Dolby’s 
fan community rose 500 percent 
to 17,477. Wall activity on the 
Dolby Facebook page increased 
50 percent after the live event.

MMB (McCarthy, 
Mambro & Bertino)
Facebook App
McCarthy, Mambro & Bertino 
created a Facebook application 
that allowed people to view 
eight Every Day Value subs 
and create their own using 
Subway’s breads, vegetables and 
sauces after the brand realized 
it was missing an opportunity 
to connect with young adults. 
Fans named the subs and posted 
them to Facebook where visitors 
could view and vote on their 
favorite. Top subs were posted 
to the Subway FreshBuzz Web 
site. In six months, users created 
and shared 7,891 subs, which 
generated 3,433 votes. The 
application generated 89,000 
page views and 21,000 visits. 
People spent more than four 
minutes on the site, twice as long 
as a typical Subway Web site visit. 
Facebook “likes” increased from 
about 500,000 to eight million in 
a little over a year. O

lated site placements like ESPN.com, 
and retargeting YouTube VW viewers 
across the Google Display Network. 
Web search result impressions for 
VW during and after the Super Bowl 
rose by more than 1, 232 percent, 
compared with the prior year. It also 
drove up more than 2,212 percent 
clicks to vw.com on game day, and 
180 percent higher click-through 
rates. VW’s February 2011 retail sales 
rose 32 percent, and record monthly 
sales were recorded in April. O

increase search engine refer-
ral traffic through non-branded 
keywords, especially when the 
entire site is built in Flash. Cakes.
com provides a list of local baker-
ies by occasion, characters and 
themes. So, DecoPac redesigned 
an optimized site using related 
keywords to connect with cake 
lovers. It increased overall SEO 
search engine traffic by 109 
percent. The site experienced a 
143.7 percent uptick in overall 
traffic from Google, 144.7 percent 
in non-brand related search en-
gine traffic, and a 645.3 percent 
increase in total number of key-
words sending traffic to cakes.
com from search engines. O
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and has garnered more than 5.7 
million views.

OMD
FritoLay, Lay’s, SunChips and Tosti-

The FritoLay Farmville partner-
ship combines the scale and 
engagement of social gamers, 
mixing paid, owned and earned 
media. FritoLay’s decision to use 
all-natural ingredients in a variety 
of its chips prompted OMD to 
design a place in Zynga’s Farm-
ville where players could harvest 
FritoLay crops. The campaign 
delivered 1,876,933 new “likes” 
generated in 24 hours, the results 
making their way into the Guin-
ness Book of World Records for 
the fastest growing brand page 
within a 24-hour time period. O

minimalist for QVC by using 
limited copy plus brandtailing 
to drive results among tough 
demographics. A simple red 
heart was the main focus of  
the ad series, with the message 
that if you love shopping, then 
you will love QVC. The to-the-
point series helped QVC enjoy 
a 12 percent growth to its 
Facebook fan base. The .163 
percent click-through rate (CTR) 
outperformed display industry 
standards, and was more 
than triple the average CTR for 
Facebook ads (according  
to Webtrends). O

services. By the end of Decem-
ber, HP had 20,000 new followers 
on the company page.

MediaVest

Hot Wheels changed the per-
ception of the brand, becoming 
a brand for boys, rather than a 
toy brand. The campaign be-
gan with teasers on Facebook, 
Twitter, Foursquare and a series 
of YouTube videos to promote a 
“distance jump in a four-wheeled 
vehicle” at the Centennial Indy 
500 in 2011. The campaign gener-
ated 12,000 new Facebook fans 
within 5 minutes, totalling 71,000 
active users on that day. On May 
31, it was the NO. 1 most viewed 
video worldwide on YouTube, 

sounding “yes.” As part of a larger 
Red Square Agency branding cam-
paign, they targeted the personal 
Facebook pages of CMOs and other 
marketing decision-makers to see 
if their ads, (sample copy: “This ad 
features a cat”) would stand out. 
Based on the CTR and CPA, they had 

beaten the competition by 78 
percent after five weeks, proving 
that it’s still possible to create a 
standout Facebook ad.

 

Zimmerman Advertising went 

Case Study
Hewlett-Packard demonstrated 
consumer recommendations 
can generate new followers on 
social media and more traffic to 
the Web site after launching a 
concept to source, display and 
communicate HP product on 
a company LinkedIn page. 
HP wanted to connect with 
professionals on LinkedIn to 
encourage other recommends  
of products and services. Al-
though so simple, it worked: 
within two weeks, HP earned 
2,000 recommendations from 
professionals on the site, and 
those recommendations gener-
ated more than 500,000 viral 
updates about HP products and 

Red Square Agency wanted to 
see if ridiculous, entertaining  
ads would outperform a consis-
tent, well-crafted campaign, and 
the answer came back as a re-
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Social: Creative Use of Facebook Self-Serve Ads
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360i
Community

Despite having the largest 
community of any brand on 
Facebook, Coca-Cola still works 
to make the user experience 
personal for all of its 33 million 
members. Living by the mantra 
of “Fans First,” the site welcomes 
engagement from its passionate 
brand advocates from around the 
world who are eager to connect 
with both Coca-Cola and one 
another. The sense of community 
is promoted by fans sharing their 
experiences with Coca-Cola (and 
millions of their closest friends) 
via a fan-centric editorial calen-
dar, consistently exposing them to 
fresh content.

HBO
 Game of Thrones –  

In order to turn existing 
loyal fans of the Game of 
Thrones book series into 
supporters of the TV adap-
tation, HBO crafted a social 
media strategy that focused 
on advance word-of-mouth. 
Users were able to share in the 
adaptation process through 
Facebook and YouTube pres-
ences early on, then share 
their excitement with others. 
After its launch, the Game of 
Thrones Facebook page grew 
to 150,000 connections before 
the show even premiered,  
and has now surpassed 1.1 
million connections. O

 

To illustrate the benefits of the 
new Windows Phone, Deep 
Focus created a multiphase 
campaign using social media to 
get the device in people’s hands. 
Because the phone’s strengths 
are most evident when populated 
with user information, Deep Fo-
cus created a tool allowing users 
to test the phone virtually, incor-
porating their Facebook data and 
essentially turning it into what 
their phone would look like after 
months of use. By letting people 
experience the power of this new 
product, they were able to create 
the leading driver of online leads 
to their carriers (intent-to-buy).
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Social: Use of Twitter
HBO

In building hype for its upcoming fourth 
season, HBO’s True Blood played off of the show’s 
rabid fanbase. What started with a #TBwithdrawal 
hashtag eventually grew to tbwithdrawal.com, the 
one-stop location for fans to “feed their addiction” 
as they awaited the new season. Over the course 
of the campaign, the site received over 160,000 
page views. The 24-hour Promoted Trend on 
May 31 garnered 94.8 million trend impressions, 
generated 26,600 mentions of #trueblood and 
10,300 mentions of #TBwithdrawal.

Faced with the task of building buzz about 
the Kia Optima during the NBA All-Star Game, 
Initiative partnered with twtmob to reach con-
sumers over Twitter leading up to and during 

this live event. A branded twitter hash tag was 
created to drive buzz and encourage mentions 
of the brand, as well as engage relevant athletes 
and celebrities, and paid celebrity tweets also 
were used. As a result, Kia saw 12 percent more 
social media buzz on All-Star weekend than 
Super Bowl weekend.

Social is an integral part of how JetBlue 
thinks, acts and behaves — therefore it makes 
perfect sense for them to be a “first call” for new 
Twitter opportunities. Using Twitter, JetBlue 
generated great results in several new advertis-
ing launches, being among the first to utilize 
promoted trends while a product was still in 
beta. This partnership followed JetBlue’s DNA 
of an airline that is first to market with new of-
ferings, and continues to help juxtapose them 
against the more conservative legacy airlines.  O
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JL360 Media  
Advertise
2010 Holiday Campaign

DeLonghi wanted to position 
its products as the perfect gift, 
as well as drive users in specific 
markets to in-store demos. JL360 
worked with the RGM prop-
erty, justluxe.com, to develop a 
program that could meet both 
needs. As a result, for the key 
2010 holiday season, DeLonghi 
was the justluxe.com Gift Guide 
sponsor. The sponsorship offered 
users good value, strong content 
and a sweepstakes that attracted 
about 10,000 contest entries. As 
the guide sponsor, DeLonghi was 
featured on the site’s home page, 
as the primary advertiser on all 
Gift Guide pages, and as the first 
amongst the site’s gift picks.

OMD
with the Heart

In the face of strong competitive 
pressure, limited budgets, and 
eroded share of voice, Quaker had 
to quickly change perceptions of 

to Donate 

By utilizing current site 
content, Nickelodeon’s 
shockwave.com and Betty 
Crocker Fruit Flavored Snacks 
changed the familiar activity 
of game play into a new, 
innovative way to reach 
moms in a community event 
by incorporating two things 
close to their hearts: games 
and giving back. Shockwave.
com and Betty Crocker Fruit 
Flavored Snacks’ Win One, Give 
One Play to Donate campaign 
showed strong user engagement 
and creative, cross-platform, 
philanthropic execution of 
a branding initiative. The 
campaign included Shockwave 
online, social and CRM promotion 
to encourage users to play games 
to win and virtually donate 
tokens. For every three million 
tokens donated, Betty Crocker 
Fruit Flavored Snacks donated a 
laptop to a child in Africa through 
the One Laptop organization. O

its brand and regain momentum 
in heart health. The brand was 
woven into a custom, sponsored, 
content-rich destination that 
brought relevant, interesting tools 
and information to consumers 
to help them improve their lives. 
Everydayhealth.com therefore was 
the perfect partner for Quaker to 
draft off of positive and proactive 
health conversations. External 
support for this custom content 
destination included standard 
banner media, cobranded digi-
tal units leveraging EH, mobile 
ads, and Twitter and Facebook 
communication. By year’s end, 
guaranteed visitors to the hub is 
expected to hit 750,000, while time 
spent on the center was 76 percent 
higher than any other similar 
Everyday Health destination.
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Sponsorship

To support the launch of HP’s BEATS equipped 
Envy laptops, DBG and HP (along with McCann 
Worldgroup and OMG) created a summer concert 
series in Manhattan’s Times Square. The interview 
and performance show was shot live at the Re-
uter’s Studio in Times Square and broadcast on the 
Reuters and NASDAQ billboards, as well as streamed 
live on Facebook, where the content also found a 
permanent home on HP’s Facebook page.

Working off the research insight that 70 
percent of women wear the wrong bra size, 
Night Agency and Playtex created a series of 
Webisodes to address issues of comfort women 
face with their bras. The Playtex Bra Makeover 
series began life as a social media-driven 
contest in which nearly 3,000 women vied for 
10 makeover spots. The Webisodes chronicled 
the winners’ makeovers, and demonstrated 
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Playtex’s expertise not by parading “angels” 
across a stage, but by solving fit problems real 
women have.

Starcom USA

Starcom USA and Wrigley teamed with  
Arrested Development cult icons Jason 
Bateman and Will Arnett (and the actors’  

production company DumbDumb) to create 
a series of humorous shorts called, appro-
priately enough, “Orbit Dirty Shorts.” Each 
raunchy scenario (one features Bateman 
posing as a female stripper and another has a 
middle-aged Arnett character dating a teen-
age girl) prominently used the Orbit gum as 
a device to clean up the slimy situations the 
characters created.  O

Video: Brand Integration/Product Placement
Believe Entertainment Group

HP & Intel hooked up with the hoopster everybody 
loves to hate, two-time NBA MVP LeBron James to spon-
sor his cartoon Web series (pitched as “a modern-day ‘Fat 
Albert’ “). Not only did HP & Intel nab title sponsorship for 
every episode and construct 
short interstitials integrated 
throughout the series in which 
characters from the show used 
HP & Intel products, but they also 
got live-action LeBron talking 
about how Intel & HP solutions 
made the very production of the 
show possible.

Bradley and  
Montgomery (BaM)

Instead of going the usual route of placing its 
product in the hands of a well-known celebuTu-
ber, Microsoft went one better and placed the YouTube 
star in the product. The brand created an online remix 
experience for a video of Katy Perry’s “Firework” by 

deo:BrandIntegrationnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////ProductPlacement
Mike Tompkins, who makes covers of popular songs 
using only his voice (think a hipster Bobby McFerrin) 
and posts the resulting videos to his popular YouTube 
channel. To encourage people to download the latest 
release of Internet Explorer, BaM and Microsoft turned 
the video into an immersive and interactive experience 
designed to utilize and highlight features of the browser 

when viewed using it.

It’s a well-known fact that 
cyclists like their suds almost 
as much as they like to stay 
fit. Michelob Ultra is designed 
for this very dichotomy - which 

spokes-cyclist Lance Armstrong diplomatically refers to 
as “balance.” Michelob Ultra integrated its talk-show-like 
spots into Demand’s LIVESTRONG property, with the man 
himself hosting (conducting interviews over a couple 
of frosty Ultras, of course). And it worked perfectly, since 
not only is Lance Armstrong the most well-known 
American cyclist in the world, but he may be the cyclist 
Americans would most like to get a beer with. O



Break Media
Entertainment, Fight Club Spoof
I am Jack’s funny bone. Tickle 
me and Jack may buy your 
movies on Blu-ray. If senior 
citizens performing the “I want 
you to hit me as hard as you can” 
scene from Fight Club make Jack 
laugh, well, then he very well 
may go around clicking through 
to watch a high schooler’s video 
rendition of the dog-fighting 
scene from There’s Something 
About Mary and any of the 
other five videos Fox Home 
Entertainment and Break Media 
made to promote Fox’s back 
catalog of films. Just remember: 
you are not your Blu-rays.

Evolution Bureau
What do you do once you 
have people emailing around 

their personalized, serenading 
unicorn videos to one another 
and you’ve already tackled the 
likes of Michael Bolton covers? 
Juicy Fruit and Evolution Bureau 
branched out with their equine 
friend, cannily giving fans ways 
to insert him into Facebook 

conversations 
with originals 
like the doo-wop 
“Please Take That 
Post Down” and 

another round of social media-
ready, star-powered covers, like 
Aerosmith’s “Angel” with Sarah 
Silverman.

Mullen
To relaunch the JetBlue 
brand online, Mullen created 
a new concept “You Above All,” 
highlighting the airline’s lauded 
customer service. The campaign 
rolled out a series of hidden-
camera style videos depicting 
everyday scenarios with typical 
airline aggravation, such as a 
cabby who charges $25 baggage 
fees. The campaign launched 
with a YouTube takeover that 
played along with the conceit, 
asking users to pay to watch the 
channel that day, followed with a 
message about how JetBlue offers 
free inflight entertainment while 
other airlines ask you to pay. O
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Marcus Thomas LLC
 

Hulu Video

Looking to stand out in the 
increasingly crowded flood of 
Hulu video interstitials, Marcus 
Thomas and Homax came up 
with a simple but clever spot to 
promote Goo Gone that plays with 
context. A scrolling list tallies off 
all the usual things that Goo Go-
neremoves, but then when “Bad 
Acting” rolls by, the commercial 
jarringly stops and rewinds backs, 
grabbing the viewer’s attention 
with the simple joke, adding: 
“We’re working on that one.”

Ryan Partnership
Comfort Rich Media
When Magic Johnson talks, 
basketball fans listen. The ex-

Video: 

M Th LLC



OMD
To promote the upcoming series premiere of The Franchise: 
A Season with the San Francisco Giants, Showtime reconfig-
ured the popular service Foursquare to dispense baseballs from an 
out-of-home unit. Not only did consumers receive an official MLB 
branded ball immediately upon checking-in on Foursquare, but 
they instantaneously shared the action with their social graph. The 
unit invented a new local, social and mobile advertising platform, 
featuring a seamless execution that drove word-of-mouth buzz with 
groundbreaking activation.

 

Tying-in with Madison Square Garden’s Garden of Dreams 
nonprofit charity, this campaign invited audiences to virtually par-
ticipate in a Christmas in August “kickline.” Fans were able to “kick” 
by being at one of the national live events and uploading a video, 
texting, tweeting, or using the Kicking Across America application 
on Facebook. On the day of the Christmas in August nationwide 
event, live content streamed from each event as people “kicked” 
from their home computers.

The Last Exorcism
To promote its horror film The Last Exorcism, Lionsgate 
teamed up with digital agency The Visionaire Group to spread 
word of the film’s August release. The most unique component of 
the marketing campaign was the Chatroulette reaction video on 
YouTube, a best-of compilation of user reactions to a video of a 
cute girl unbuttoning her blouse who turns out to be demonically 
possessed. The reaction video on YouTube went viral within 72 
hours of posting – and with no supporting paid media. Already, 
the video has surpassed 5.5 million views. O

pandable ad unit Ryan 
Partnership and Unile-
ver created to promote 
Dove for Men counts 
on this premise to get 
people to open it and 
spend time with the 
message. After a brief 
logo treatment, Magic 
is talking within the 
video, which encour-
ages people to open it 
to hear what he’s talk-
ing about. Turns out 
he’s sharing personal 
recollections of his 

life and career and pondering 
the difference between “Magic” 
and “Earvin.”

Aiming to create an interac-
tive video takeover experience 
for Paramount’s Transformers: 
Dark of the Moon that went 
beyond the standard expanding 
ad unit norms, Tremor incor-
porated the flick’s aesthetic to 
create expandable ad units that 
felt just as much a part of the 
world of the movie as the video 
playing within them. The team 
utilized Flash, ActionScript, CSS, 
HTML, and Javascript elements to 
ensure that the unit would resize 
and work for all of the various 
browsers and devices it might be 
played on. O
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Sports
Agency: HBO 
Client: HBO, HBO Boxing
Agency: MLB Advanced Media, L.P. 
Client: MLB.com
Agency: Omnigon Communications, LLC 
Client: The United States Tennis  
 Association, Follow Me to the  
 US Open

Technology/Web Services/Reference
Agency: Blenderbox 
Client: Brooklyn, NY, blenderbox.com 
Agency: Discovery Communications -  

 
Client: 
Agency: Response Marketing 
Client: McAfee, Counter Identity Theft

Travel & Tourism
Agency: Acxiom Integrated Agency 
Client: Golden Nugget, Golden Nugget  
 website rebranding
Agency: Click Here, Inc. 
Client: Go RVing, “Meet the Ambassadors  

Agency: Click Here, Inc. 
Client: The Biltmore Company, “Welcome  
 to the World’s Largest Christmas  

Youth
Agency: Alloy Digital 
Client: Smosh.com, Smosh.com
Agency: Channel One News 
Client: www.ChannelOne.com
Agency: Hearst Digital Media 
Client: 

Entertainment: News/Information
Agency:  
Client: Microsoft Corporation, U.S. Navy  
 Blue Angels
Agency: Examiner.com 
Client: Examiner.com
Agency: Firstborn 
Client: RMS Titanic, INC., Expedition Titanic

Family/Parenting/Womens Interest
Agency: Cozi 
Client: Cozi
Agency: Education.com 
Client: Education.com
Agency: SheKnows 
Client: SheKnows

Financial Services/Banking/Investments
Agency: Catalysis  
Client: Moss Adams, Moss Adams  
 Website Redesign
Agency: EURO RSCG Worldwide 
Client: Oppenheimer Funds Inc.,  
 Globalize Your Thinking
Agency: Solutions 
Client: Sun Trust, Live Solid Network

Food/Beverage/Restaurants
Agency: envisionit media 
Client: Roots Pizza
Agency: VML 
Client: Gatorade, Gatorade.com
Agency: VML 
Client: Quiznos, Lonely Lobster 

Healthcare & Fitness
Agency: Bozell 
Client: Blue Cross and Blue Shield of  
 Nebraska, Blue Cross and Blue  
 Shield of Nebraska Website Redesign
Agency: Demand Media \ LIVESTRONG.COM 
Client: LIVESTRONG.COM
Agency: Greater Than One 
Client: EMD Serono, How I Fight MS

House & Home
Agency:  
Client: Beaulieu of America,  
 Bliss Website Redesign
Agency:  
Client: Mitsubishi Electric, Mitsubishi  
 Electric Website Redesign
Agency: Hearst Digital Media 
Client: Housebeautiful.com, Kitchen of  
 the Year

Medical & Pharmaceutical
Agency: Digitas Health 
Client: MedImmune/FluMist, I Pick My Nose
Agency: Greater Than One 
Client: Sunovion Pharmaceuticals Inc.,  
 Omnaris
Agency: Heartbeat Ideas 
Client: ProCure Treatment Centers,  
 Inc., ProCure.com Website

Retail
Agency: Bozell 
Client: Westlake Hardware, Westlake  
 Hardware Website Redesign
Agency: Catapult Action Biased Marketing 
Client: Mars Petcare US, Cesar® Canine  
 Cuisine Digital Relaunch
Agency: Cuker Interactive 
Client: Manduka, Manduka eCommerce Platform

Social Networking (Excluding Facebook, MySpace)
Agency: BabyCenter 
Client: BabyCenter, BabyCenter Community
Agency: The CementBloc 
Client: Share The Little Things sponsored  
 by Celgene, Share The Little Things
Agency: VML 
Client: DMC, Copia

Apparel & Fashion
Agency: Click Here, Inc 
Client: 
Agency: Kirshenbaum Bond Senecal +  
 Partners 
Client: 
Agency: SapientNitro 
Client: Luxottica Group, SunglassHut.com

Automotive
Agency: blacQube 
Client: Mercedes-AMG, SLS AMG  
 Roadster Webspecial
Agency: Cie Studios 
Client: Nitto Tire USA, Inc., Nitto Tire  
 Website Relaunch
Agency: SapientNitro 
Client: Chrysler Group LLC, Jeep Grand  
 Cherokee 2010

Beauty & Cosmetics
Agency: Blast Radius 
Client: Procter & Gamble - Hugo Boss,  
 BOSS Bottled. Night
Agency: HUGE 
Client: Maybelline, Maybelline.com
Agency: Moxie 
Client: L’Oreal, MakeUp.com

Blogs
Agency: BabyCenter 
Client: BabyCenter, Momformation Blog
Agency: Greater Than One 
Client: EMD Serono, How I Fight MS
Agency: Mint.com 
Client: Mint.com, MintLife

Business-to-Business
Agency: Banyan Branch 
Client: Banyan Branch, BanyanBranch.com 
Agency: Firstborn 
Client: The Hartford for Rodgers  
 Townsend, Achieve What’s Ahead
Agency: Ready Set Rocket 
Client: Univision, Corporate Website

Agency: Armchair Media  
Client: College Board, You Can Go
Agency: Deep Focus 
Client: Microsoft, The Social Hackathon 
Agency: McKinney 
Client: Urban Ministries of Durham, SPENT

Entertainment: Games
Agency: GameRevolution 
Client: GameRevolution
Agency: McKinney 
Client: Urban Ministries of Durham, SPENT
Agency: Mekanism 
Client: truTV, truPIDITY

Entertainment: Movies/TV (Non-News)
Agency: Behavior 
Client:  
 Viewer’s Guide
Agency: Break Media 
Client: Lionsgate / Saw 3D, Saw 3D:  
 Homepage Takeover
Agency: RED Interactive 
Client: HBO, HBO Connect

Entertainment: Music
Agency: AgencyNet and Island Def Jam 
Client: Jay-Z, Jay-Z Hits Collection
Agency: Sony Music Entertainment,  
 Direct To Consumer 
Client: Sony Music Entertainment, Jive  

Agency: Sony Music Entertainment,  
 Direct To Consumer 
Client: Sony Music Entertainment,  
 RCA Label Group, Pitbull,  
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BUYING AUDIENCE?
OR SITES?

NOVEMBER 7, 2011
SENTRY CENTER MIDTOWN EAST, NEW YORK CITY

THESE DAYS, THE HYPE IS FOCUSED ON “BUYING AUDIENCES, NOT CONTEXT.” 

AND YET THE MAJORITY OF ONLINE DISPLAY SPENDING IS GOING TO  
PREMIUM INVENTORY ON A SITE-SPECIFIC BASIS.

LEARN THE REASONS WHY, AND THE NEW TACTICS FOR LEVERAGING  
AD NETWORK TECHNOLOGY IN YOUR MARKETING MIX.

www.mediapost.com/ommaadnets
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Restaurants/Fast Food
Agency: CKE Restaurants 
Client: Hardee’s, Hardee’s 50th Anniversary
Agency: DDB Chicago 
Client: McDonald’s/Monopoly, McDonald’s  
 Farmville Farm
Agency: space150 
Client: Dairy Queen, Mini Blizzard  
 Treatment

Retail
Agency: Carat USA 
Client: adidas, ONE BRAND ANTHEM
Agency: The Richards Group 
Client: The Home Depot, Lawn &  
 Garden Outlook
Agency: Ubermind 
Client: Target, Target for iPad

Technology & Web Services
Agency: Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia 
Client:  
 Projects Great
Agency: Mindshare 
Client: Sprint Nextel, “All Together Now”
Agency: TubeMogul 
Client: Symantec, Symantec Cloud  
 Campaign

Travel & Tourism
Agency: Organic, Inc. 
Client: Hilton Hotels & Resorts, Stay  
 Hilton. Go Everywhere.
Agency: R&R Partners 
Client: Las Vegas Convention & Visitors  
 Authority / LVCVA / How to Vegas,  
 How to Vegas
Agency: True North Inc. and Expedia Media  
 Solutions 
Client: Disney Destinations, Disney  
 Destinations Brand Awareness  
 Campaign

Entertainment: Movies
Agency: Deep Focus 
Client: EPIX, The Long Khan
Agency: Eventful, Inc. 
Client: Universal Pictures, Bring The Red  
 Carpet Premiere of Your Highness  
 To Your College! 
Agency: Stardoll (Publisher) 
Client: Fox/Moxie Interactive, Monte Carlo  
 Theatrical Release

Entertainment: Music
Agency: Eventful, Inc. 
Client:  

Agency: FlashFoto Inc. 
Client: Los Tigres del Norte, Yourpicturewith
Agency: The FADER, Inc. 
Client: Chrysler / FIAT USA, The FADER  
 FORT by FIAT

Entertainment: News/Sports/ 
Information
Agency: Acxiom Integrated Agency 
Client: Microsoft, MSN Preference Center  
 Campaign
Agency: Carat USA 
Client: Philips/Lighting, A Simple Switch
Agency: Hill Holliday 
Client: Major League Baseball, MLB  
 Fan Cave

Entertainment: TV (Non-News)
Agency: Bravo 
Client: Bravo, Bethenny Ever After
Agency: PHD 
Client: Discovery Channel, Storm Chasers  
 Season 4
Agency: TargetCast 
Client: AMC, Experience The Killing

Financial Services/Banking/Investments
Agency: EURO RSCG Worldwide 
Client: Oppenheimer Funds Inc.,  
 Globalize Your Thinking
Agency: Luckie & Company 
Client: Regions Bank, Regions auto loans
Agency: Time Inc. Lifestyle Group / Real  
 Simple 
Client: Chase, Chase Blueprint

Food & Beverage
Agency: OMD 
Client: Quaker Oatmeal, Amazing Starts  
 with the Heart
Agency: Ryan Partnership 
Client: Unilever, Hellmann’s “Build The  
 Perfect Sandwich” 
Agency: Ryan Partnership 
Client: Unilever, Magnum Ice Cream  

Healthcare & Fitness
Agency: Greater Than One  
Client: EMD Serono, How I Fight MS
Agency: Mindshare Los Angeles 
Client: Pharmavite/ Nature Made, Nature  

 
 Partnership
Agency: SpaFinder 
Client: SpaFinder, Wellness Week

Medical & Pharmaceutical
Agency: Conversation, LLC 
Client: North Shore-LIJ, North Shore-LIJ  
 Omnibus Campaign
Agency: Digitas Health 
Client: MedImmune/FluMist, I Pick My Nose
Agency: Heartbeat Ideas 
Client: Auxilium Pharmaceuticals, Inc.,  
 Low T Facts

Apparel & Fashion
Agency: Katalyst 
Client: Levi’s, Levi’s Curve ID Campaign
Agency: Kirshenbaum Bond Senecal +  
 Partners
Client: Armani Exchange, Armani  
 Exchange Spring/Summer  

Agency: Mullen 
Client: The Timberland Company,  
 Timberland Women’s Launch

Automotive
Agency: blacQube 
Client: Mercedes-AMG, SLS AMG Roadster  
 Launch
Agency: OMD 
Client: Nissan, Nissan GT Academy
Agency: Triad Retail Media and Benchmark  
 Agency 
Client: eBay Motors, National Collector  
 Car Appreciation Day

Beauty & Cosmetics
Agency: Hearst Digital Media 
Client: Clairol, “Perfect 10”
Agency: Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia 
Client: Pantene, I Do My Do
Agency: Ryan Partnership 
Client: Unilever, Dove Men+Care NCAA  
 Tournament Campaign 

Beverage (Alcoholic)
Agency: Antler Agency 
Client: Magners Irish Cider, Magners  

Agency: Beeby Clark Meyler 
Client: PALM Beer, PALM Beer: Regional  

 
 Social Media
Agency: Pavone 
Client: D.G. Yuengling & Son, The  

Beverage (Non-Alcoholic)
Agency: HUGE 
Client: 
Agency: Initiative 
Client: Dr Pepper/Snapple Group,  
 Dr Pepper CHEGG
Agency: VML  
Client: Gatorade, G Series Before,  
 During and After

Business-to-Business
Agency: Approva Corporation 
Client: Approva Corporation, Control Freak
Agency: Google 
Client: Google, Watch This Space
Agency: The Economist Group (TEG) 
Client: Thomson Reuters, Ideas Arena:  
 Global Leaders

Consumer Packaged Goods
Agency: Campbell Ewald 
Client: Chicken of the Sea, Chicken of the  

Agency: Isobar 
Client: adidas, adidas CLIMACOOL Ride
Agency: Organic, Inc. 
Client: Kimberly-Clark/ U by Kotex*,  
 Ban the Bland

Agency: Mint.com 
Client: Mint.com, Math and Money Program
Agency: One to One Connect 
Client: The American Society for the  
 Prevention of Cruelty to Animals  
 (ASPCA), ASPCA Awareness  
 through Apps
Agency: Velti 
Client: National Geographic, National  
 Geographic’s “The Last Lions”  
 Campaign
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www.mediapost.com/cma

WE’RE LOOKING FOR A FEW
GOOD CAMPAIGNS

BEST IN SHOW  BRANDED ENTERTAINMENT  TELEVISION  NEWSPAPERS  ONLINE  MAGAZINES  RADIO   
MEDIA RESEARCH  RESEARCH PLAN  MEDIA PLAN  COMMUNICATIONS PLAN  CREATIVE  MORE

ENTER YOUR WINNING CAMPAIGNS AT WWW.MEDIAPOST.COM/CMA
DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES: NOVEMBER 4, 2011
 ENTER BY OCTOBER 21 AND SAVE UP TO 20%
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Rich Media: Campaign
Agency: AvatarLabs  
Client: Walt Disney Studios, PIRATES  
 OF THE CARIBBEAN: ON  
 STRANGER TIDES : Online  
 Banner Campaign
Agency: mOcean  
Client: Walt Disney Studios Home  
 Entertainment, Toy Story 3  
 Banner Campaign
Agency: Ryan Partnership  
Client: Unilever, Magic Johnson  
 Journey to Comfort Rich Media

Rich Media: Single Execution
Agency: Glow Interactive  
Client: USA Network, White Collar 
 HTML 5 Ad
Agency: PHD  
Client: HBO, True Blood Season 4
Agency: The Visionaire Group  
Client: DreamWorks Animation, Kung  
 Fu Panda 2 YouTube Brand  
 Channel

Search Marketing: SEM Campaign
Agency: Covario  
Client: Lenovo, For Those Who Do
Agency: iProspect – SEM Agency  
Client: Gap, Inc., Piperlime Product  
 Feed Campaign
Agency: MediaCom  
Client: Volkswagen, Super Bowl  
 Search Campaign

Search Marketing: SEO Campaign
Agency: Covario  
Client: Nikon, Nikon Digital Cameras
Agency: Optify  
Client: St. Petersburg Times, St.  
 Petersburg Times/Tampabay. 
 com SEO Campaign
Agency: space150  
Client: DecoPac, Cakes.com Redesign

Social: App as Advertising
Agency: Isobar  
Client: Dolby Laboratories, Dolby  
 Update Theater
Agency: Isobar  
Client: Yahoo! Sports, Yahoo! Sport  
 Grudge Judge
Agency: MMB (McCarthy, Mambro & Bertino)  
Client: Subway, Subway – Build My  
 Sub Facebook App

Social: Campaign
Agency: Hewlett-Packard  
Client: Hewlett-Packard, Hewlett- 
 Packard Case Study
Agency: MediaVest  
Client: Mattel/Hot Wheels, Hot  
 Wheels Thrilling Experiences
Agency: OMD  
Client: FritoLay, Lay’s, SunChips and  
 Tostitos, FritoLay All-Natural  
 Campaign

Social: Creative Use of Facebook 
Self-Serve Ads
Agency: Marcus Thomas LLC  
Client: Homax Products/Goo Gone,  
 Goo Gone Bumper Sticker
Agency: Red Square Agency  
Client: Red Square Agency, Red  
 Square Agency Facebook Ads
Agency: Zimmerman Advertising, ICED  
 Media 
Client: QVC, I Heart Shopping

Social: Use of Fan Page
Agency: 360i  
Client: Coca-Cola, The Coca-Cola  
 Facebook Community

Gaming: Advergaming
Agency: Digitas  
Client: BUICK, BUICK SLINGSHOT  
 GREYSTRIPE MOBILE AD GAME
Agency: Meebo Inc.  
Client: OMD/ Nissan/ Nissan Quest,  
 Load ‘N’ Go: The Game
Agency: SapientNitro  
Client: California Travel & Tourism  
 Commission, California – The  
 Game

Gaming: In-Game Advertising
Agency: Campbell Ewald  
Client: Chicken of the Sea, Chicken of the  
 Sea – 2011 Casual Online  
 Gaming
Agency: Moxie  
Client: Verizon Wireless, Verizon  
 Wireless’ Sponsorship of Alan  
 Wake
Agency: Mullen  
Client: Department of Defense,  
 MyFuture

Home Page Takeover
Agency: Dailey, Initiative  
Client: Intuit/TurboTax, TurboTax
Agency: MAUDE  
Client: FX, ‘Sons of Anarchy’ Page  
 Burn Takeover 
Agency: Think Jam  
Client: 20th Century Fox – Home  
 Entertainment, Predators –  
 Home Entertainment Release

Mobile Marketing: App as  
Advertising
Agency: Evolution Bureau  
Client: Juicy Fruit, Sweet Talk 2.0
Agency: HISTORY  
Client: HISTORY, The Civil War Today  
 App
Agency: Kirshenbaum Bond Senecal  
 + Partners  
Client: Give Back Brands Inc.,  
 Someday by Justin Bieber

Mobile Marketing:  
Campaign or Single Execution
Agency: MTV Networks, PHD and  
 Starbucks  
Client: PHD/Starbucks, “What’s Your  
 Starbucks Signature?”
Agency: PHD  
Client: Discovery Channel, Storm  
 Chasers Season 4
Agency: VML  
Client: Gatorade, G Series: Sports  
 Illustrated iPad App

Mobile Marketing: in-App  
Advertising
Agency: AvatarLabs  
Client: Walt Disney Studios, TANGLED  
 : iAd
Agency: Deep Focus  
Client: Cosmopolitan, Cosmopolitan  
 Boulevard
Agency: Imano  
Client: AB InBev – Stella Artois, Stella  
 Artois Holiday iAd

Mobile Marketing: SMS Campaign
Agency: Kargo  
Client: Rolling Stone / Garnier Fructis,  
 Kargo / Bonnaroo SMS Campaign
Agency: Signal  
Client: Redbox, redbox = relationships  
 + rentals
Agency: Vibes Media  
Client: AETN, Criss Angel Mindfreak: An  
 Interactive Mind Experiment

Advertising/Promotion Website 
or Microsite
Agency: Euro RSCG Chicago  
Client: Sprint Digital, Sprint HTC EVO  
 3D – Be a 3D Star
Agency: Hakuhodo  
Client: KOSE Corporation, SHOOTTER
Agency: Organic, Inc.  
Client: Kimberly-Clark/ U by Kotex*,  
 Ban the Bland

Banner: Standard, Flash or Rich Media
Agency: Google  
Client: Google, Watch This Space
Agency: Starcom Worldwide  
Client: Oracle, IT Nanosite
Agency: Y&R/VML  
Client: Xerox, Real Business

Content Integration
Agency: Digitas/BBDO/Starcom  
Client: Mars, Inc. / M&M’s, M&M’s  
 Pretzel: Behind the Shell
Agency: Hearst Digital Media  
Client: Macy’s Fall Men’s INC Collection,  
 Editorial Programming Module
Agency: Starcom USA  
Client: Buick, Re:Discover

Contest/Promotion/Sweepstakes
Agency: Euro RSCG Chicago  
Client: Sprint Digital, Sprint HTC EVO  
 3D – Be a 3D Star
Agency: space150  
Client: Dairy Queen, Mini Blizzard  
 Treatment
Agency: Studiocom  
Client: Dunkin’ Donuts, Unfreeze It

Email: CRM Campaign
Agency: Cendyn  
Client: Best Western, Best Western  
 Rewards Loyalty Program
Agency: EURO RSCG Worldwide  
Client: Oppenheimer Funds Inc.,  
 Globalize Your Thinking
Agency: Infogroup  
Client:  
 Store, HP Customer Revival  
 Campaign

Email: Marketing Campaign
Agency: Acxiom Integrated Agency  
Client: Bing, Plan a Night Out
Agency: Responsys  
Client: REI, REI Gearmail® Newsletter  
 Redesign: 2011
Agency: StrongMail  
Client: Travelocity, Travelocity  
 Win-Back Campaign

Agency: Deep Focus  
Client: Microsoft/Windows Phone 7,  
 Windows Phone 7 Facebook  
 Demo
Agency: HBO  
Client: HBO, Game of Thrones –  
 Facebook Page

Social: Use of Twitter
Agency: HBO  
Client: HBO, @trubloodhbo 
Agency: Initiative  
Client: Kia, Kia Optima Jam
Agency: Mullen  
Client: JetBlue, Twitter Firsts

Sponsorship
Agency: JL360 Media  
Client: DeLonghi, DeLonghi & JustLuxe  
 2010 Holiday Campaign
Agency: OMD 
Client: Quaker Oatmeal, Amazing  
 Starts with the Heart
Agency: Publicis Modem  
Client: General Mills/BETTY CROCKER  
 FRUIT FLAVORED SNACKS,  
 Nickelodeon Play to Donate

Video: Brand Integration/Product 
Placement
Agency: Believe Entertainment Group  
Client: HP & Intel, “The LeBrons”
Agency: Bradley and Montgomery (BaM)  
Client: Microsoft, Internet Explorer 9  
 Launch: Mike Tompkins Video
Agency: Demand Media/ 
 LIVESTRONG.COM  
Client: Michelob Ultra,  
 Make My Life Ultra

Video: Branded Entertainment
Agency: OMG / McCann World Group  
Client: Hewlett-Packard, HP & Intel  
 Present Summer Beats
Agency: Night Agency  
Client: Playtex, Playtex Bra Makeover
Agency: Starcom USA  
Client: Wrigley, Orbit, Dirty Shorts

Video: Campaign
Agency: Break Media  
Client: Fox Home Entertainment, Fox  
 Home Entertainment, Fight  
 Club Spoof
Agency: Evolution Bureau  
Client: Juicy Fruit, Serenading Unicorn
Agency: Mullen  
Client: JetBlue, You Above All

Video: Video Appearing in a 
Banner, Expandable Banner or 
Interstitial
Agency: Marcus Thomas LLC  
Client: Homax Products/Goo Gone,  
 Hulu Video
Agency: Ryan Partnership  
Client: Unilever, Magic Johnson  
 Journey to Comfort Rich Media
Agency: Tremor Video  
Client: Paramount, Transformers VIB  
 Takeover Plus

Viral Campaign
Agency: OMD  
Client: Showtime, The Franchise Fan  
 Cave Catch
Agency: Situation Interactive  
Client: Madison Square Garden – Radio  
 City Christmas Spectacular,  
 Kicking Across America
Agency: The Visionaire Group  
Client: Lionsgate, The Last Exorcism  
 Chatroulette Reactions on  
 YouTube 
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Brand. Business. Advertising. Engagement. 
Orchestrated brilliantly.
It’s all performing beautifully. Your business, brand, advertising, and customers are  
composed in a symphonic arrangement of rich media and targeted commerce  
experiences. Limelight Networks is making it happen. Our integrated offering of  
Internet-scale infrastructure, publishing, mobility, and advertising solutions help  
you create, distribute, and monetize digital experiences effortlessly. By combining  
business-critical parts of the commerce value chain, we ensure that your brand  
and business results are always brilliant. 

Visit Limelight Networks and EyeWonder  
Interactive Advertising Services in the  
Video Lounge at the Networking Pavilion 

www.limelight.com

© 2011 Limelight Networks, Inc. All rights reserved.
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